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Humane Society
to host Dog
Adoption Day,
Pet ID. Clinic

Korean youth helped soldier Hansen
cuopuditateosn
weather hardships of conflict

Special to the Ledger
Foster dogs in the Humane
Society's
Dog
Adoption
Program will be at Orscheln's
Farm and Home to meet and
greet potential adopters looking
for permanent homes Saturday
Feb. 20, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The Humane Society's foster
program has several different
types of dogs available for
adoption.
"The focus of
the adoption
program is to
make the best
possible match
between
the
foster dogs and
cats and people
who want to
give them a
forever home."
Hodge
explained
Kathy Hodge, executive director of the Humane Society of
Calloway County'.
To see the Humane Society's
adoptable dogs and cats, residents can visit the Humane
Society's
Web
sit
at
www.forthepets.org. Click on
the Available for Adoption link
to see the Humane Society's pet
list of dogs, many of whom will
be at the adoption event as well
as information on the Society's
list of cats ready for a home of
their own.
For those who already have
pets, the Hutnane Society will
microchip pets. This is an
opportunity for pet owners to
provide a permanent way of
identifying their dog or cat by
implanting a grain-of-rice-sized
microchip under the dog's skin.
The cost of microchipping is
$10. The fee includes a tag with
the microchip 1.D. number on it
to be attached to the collar and
registrarion, Hodge said.
If microchipped pets are separated from their owner, they can
be identified by being scanned
at a shelter, humane society or
most veterinarians' offices. The

II Andrus says
era hard to recall
and hard to forget

III See Page 2A
WEATHER

TOMORROW
30s

30s•

20s

20s

Dailir Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday ..Partly sunny
Highs ir the mid 30s. West
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy Lows around 20.
Thursday...Mostly sunny
Highs in the upper 30s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy_ Lows in the lower 20s.
FrIday...Mostly cloudy with a
20 per:,•-)nt chance of rain or
snow. Highs in the upper 30s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
snow. Lows in the mid 20s.
Saturday...Partly sunny with
2 20 percent chance of snow
showers. Highs in the upper
30s.
night...Partly
Saturday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Sunday...Partly
cloudy.
Highs in the upper 30s.

Director outlines
use of recent
federal dollars

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
hen U.S. ;Army SR'
James
Franklin
Andrus fought for
South Korean freedom in the
early' 1950s. he got some
much-needed help keeping a
positive personal perspective
on the war from a most unexpected source.
Andrus. 81. a Marshall
County native who has lived in
Murray foi 60 years, says Kim
Dong Shu, a 13-year-old
Korean boy, helped him
weathei the cold, hardship and
danger fighting communist
North Koreans during an era in
his life that's getting harder to
remember, but about which he
never can forget.
During the hard days and
battles lie endured, Andrus
say's the boy provided appreciation for the American role in
the conflict, helping them to
understand the reason for
being so far away from home.
Andrus said he found the
boy' - apparently lost, abandoned or his family dead - living among the many' Korean
families that followed the
Arnerican camp around seeking food, clothing, medicine
and other assistance.
"They were just making him
work and keeping him busy all

W

MSU graduate's
technology
selected as
very promising
By Sob MaCiaulatey
MSU Public Relations
Troy Oliver, who is a
Murray State University
graduate
from
Madisonville, has seen his
business selected as one of
100 of the most promising
seed stage companies and
cutting-edge technologies
companies to present at the
in
WBTShowcase
Arlington, Texas, Macts 161 7.
Oliver and the others, representing 30 states and six
countries, will be seeking
investment capital and/or
licensing partners at the
Showcase. His company,
Therrnobaric Systerns LLC,
with his trademarked technology, Implo-Dynamics.
was chosen from 30 appli
cants to be one of the six
"early picks" for the international showcase,
Thc natjon's top universi-

See Page 2A
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Murray U.S. Army veteran James Franklin Andrus, right,
displays a Korean War Commendation and Medal at his
Sunset Drive home. Andrus spent about 10 months in
Korea from 1951-52 where he served as a machine gun
squad leader. At left, Andrus poses outside his tent with
Kim Dong Shu, a 13-year-old Korean boy his unit found
among refugee Koreans and cared for. Andrus said the boy
helped to put a face on the meaning of the war for himself
and fellow soldiers
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BBBS to kick off 14th annual 'Buddy' campaign
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ig Brothers Big Sisters
of Murray-Calloway
County will kick off its
14th
Annual
CampusCommunity Buddy Campaign
soon in an effort to raise
$30,000 to pair local youngsters with adult mentors.
Campaign officials have
again enlisted the aid of Bill

B

and Kathy Kopperud of
Kopperud Realty, who have
volunteered to serve as
Honorary
Community
Chairpersons for 2010 Also
returning this year is Murray
State University's Dr. Gary
Brockway, who has volunteered to serve as Honorary
Campus Chairman reflecting
the campaign's MSI I campusMurray community' focus. Last

year, the campaign raised a
record $32,500.
Members of MSU soccer or
IVISU football teams will be
on-hand to symbolically "kickoff' the campaign during the
event which is scheduled for
4:30 p
on Thursday, March
4, in the conference raiom at the
M urray -Calloway
County
Chamber of Commerce.
"We have never had such an

elaborate kick-off and it looks
pretty exciung," said Dr. Roger
Weis, co-chairman of the charity's fundraising committee
and professor of American
Humanics and N'outh Nonprofit L-eadership program at
MSU.
"FIBBS is stronger than ever

•See Page 2A

House leaders
dosing in on
state budget

TOMMY DILLARD .i L edger & Times
CCHS ROYALTY: Brittany Fox (third from left) was crowned Basketball Homecoming
Queen prior to Calloway County's boys game Tuesday night against Paducah
Tilghman. The court, pictured from left, are: Sumer Starks, Kirstin McHenry, Bnttany
Fox, Allison Jones; Taylor Boggess; and Blake McReynolds.
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Two Sections - 12 Pages

By TOM BERRY
Staff Whter
generous amount of rederal funding allocated to
Murray -Calloway
Transit Authority during the
past five years has some residents questioning members of
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court concerning the source
and use of the money.
So
JudgeExecutive
Larry Elkins
asked MCTA
Director
Bjarne Hansen
to update magistrates and the
public
concerning
the
issue during a Haitian
court meeting
Tuesday night. Although the
Fiscal Court and Murray Cit
Hall support MCTA operations,
neither have budgetary or operational oversight of MCTA; an
autonomous agency with tnetn:•
bers of the board of directors
appointed by city and county
government.
During the update, Hansen
outlined details of the approximate $5 million in federal dollars allocated to MCTA since
2005;
funding
publicly
announced
by
Rep. Ed

A

II See Page 2A
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ist Annual Winter Sale!
Ali Winter Merchandise 40%

OFF!

February 17th • March 1st
•

independent
Insurarxe Agent

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (APl —
Kentucky House leaders are
nearing completion on a proposed state budget that seeks to
protect both Medicaid and a
key funding source for public
schools while plugging a massive shortfall, Speaker Greg
Stumbo said Tuesday
To do so, the budget writers
are looking at cutbacks in state
personnel and government contracts, Stumbo said. Also under
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II Court ...
From Front
Whitfield,
Sen.
Mitch
McConnell and Sen. Jim
Bunning as iesult of their efforts
to bring federal tax dollars back
home to Kentucky.
Hansen said $1.7 million in
funding allocated in 2005-06
along with $1.8 million from last
year's American Reinvestment
sind Recovery Act(ARRA)stimulus act and imother $1.4 million
received still to be USC41 for a
mainteniuice garage and bus shelters. has been utilized in accordance with strict guidelines set by
the federal government to upgrade
public transportation infrastructure and is not used to fund the
agency's approximate $500,(X10 in
annual operating cost.
Hansen said the amount of funding received is ba.sed on "ndership" - the number of persons that
utilize MCTA services which hit a
peak of 87,000 in 2009, up 8,000
nders over 2008. The funding was

pruniuily used to purchase anti
develop MCTA's depot located on
Transit Way off West Lowes Dn ye
as well as purchase new buses and
other vehicles tor the agency's
current fleet that now numbers 21.
Also to be included is nest,
parking that v.ill acconumxiate the
public as well as the agency's 42
employees. Hansen descnbed the
funding as a"one-time shot in the
arm" that he and the board of
directors want to use efficiently to
serve public transportation needs
of residents of Murray and
Calloway County as well :IN MOUMIMS of students at Munaiy State
University.
The director specifically noted
that the building's clock tower is
also a center for the agency's communications infrastructure and is
not purely cosmetic. Other plans
for the funding include construction ot
flea community room
that the board hopes wIll bnng
tees to support operations, additional signage. walkways, fencing
and possibly other upgrade connects.
In response to a question from
Elkins concerning the agency s

BBBS campaign...

ability to sustain expanded opera- out a way
to better serve Mrs.
tions over a long period of time, Durhar
n out in Almo we'd appreHansen said tht board is being ciate it,"
Elkins said.
careful to make sure the one-time
In other action, magistrates
funds are spent wisely and that approved
the Callow:ay County
plenty of thought goes into plan- Sheriff
Department's statement of
ning sources of revenue to keep income
and excess in limitations
the budget balanced when funding for calend
ar 2009. According to a
is scarce.
copy provided by Sheriff' Bill
Hansen said MCTA has plans Marcum,
the department lists an
only to serve the transportation income
of SI, 431.368 and
needs of Murray and Calloway expens
es of $1,328, 231 with net
County residents. Other than fees income in
excess of limitations
paid by nders and some funding listed
at $18, 453. Net income,
provided by the city and county, before allowi
ng for the shenff's
Hansen said the agency's primary compensation
was listed at
source of fundmg is from state and $103,1
26. The shenff's compenfederal money aimed at providing sation
was reported at $84,672.
an effective local transportation
Also approved was an amendinfrastructure that aids local resi- ment to
the county's five-year
dents and economy.
solid waste plan to include a new
Although much of MCTA's local facility
to recycle concrete in
efforts have benefited MSU stu- Callo
way County. In addition,
dents under a contract with the magist
rates approved Elkins
university and city, residents - appoin
tment of Yancey Watkins to
including the purchase of new the Murra
y-Calloway County
equipment such as a $300,000 Hospital
board of trustees.
trolley - Elkins urged Hansen anti Watkin
s will replace Sharon
the MCTA board to not leave the Furche
s whose term is expinng.
county residents wanting.
Furches, who is currently serving
"We all love our Murray State as chairm
an, has not reapplied to
students, but if you could figure contin
ue on the board.

II Humane Society ...
From Fron

Sunday accident claims life of teen

Oblt

Staff Report

Max I

the vice president of the Bank of Cadiz died
Sunday night in a traffic accident after the driver apparently
fell asleep at the wheel, state
police say.
According to Kentucky State
Police, George BilllICS, 18, of
Hopkinsville, was driving a
2005 Suzuki Forenza west near
the 40-mile marker on the
Western Kentucky Parkway in
Hopkins County when he
appears to have fallen asleep.
The vehicle reportedly began to
drift toward the median and
struck the end of a guardrail. It
spun out of control and overturned several tinies in the
median. the KSP reported.
Elizabeth Atwood, 16. of
Hopkinsville. was ejected from
the vehicle and later pronounced dead at the scene by
The daughter ut

Hopkins County
Coroner
Dennis Mayfield. The vehicle
came to rest upnght in the median and Barnes was transported
by ambulance to the Regional
Medical Center for treatment.
Police said Barnes was wearing•
a seatbelt but Atwood was not.
Trooper Brtuidon McPherson
investigated the crash at approximately 3:20 a.m. In addition to
the coroner, he was assisted at
the scene by KSP Trooper
Darron Holliman, the Hopkins
County Sheriff's Department,
South Hopkins Fire Deparunent
and the Medical Center
Anibulance Service.
Atwood was the daughter ot
Bank of Cadiz. Vice President
Kevin Atwood and his wife,
Tracie,
who
live
in
Hopkinsville. She was a student
at Hopkinsville's University
Heights Academy.

Bicyclist reported struck by vehicle on 94 East
Staff Report
Calloway County Propane busiTlw
Calloway
County ness. The bicyclist, Chris
Sheriff • Office is currently Manning, 21, of Murray, was
investigatIng a hit-and-run acci- transported
to
Murraydent that was reported Saturday. Calloway County Hospital for
According to the Sheriff's injuries, it was reported.
Office, a possible hit-and-run
The incident is still under
accident involving a bicyclist investigation by Deputy C.J.
was reported at approximately Holland. The Murray Fire
10:45 p.m. The accident was Department Rescue One and
the
sa'ai to have occurred on Calloway County Fire-R
escue
Highway 94 East near the assisted at the scene.

t
animal shelter may lose their
sign-ups for the MSU Skip- Apet's
unique
mict:ochip number lises to make room for the lost
Thon which is where students
appears in the scanner, an 800 pet when the
with 84 matches and over 100 will get pledges to skip around
owner cannot be
a
number is called to retneve the
children on the waiting list."
part of the MSU campus with all
immediately identified by a
owner
's
information kuld reconAs part of the campaign, MSU of the money going to BBBS.
"
microchip, according to Hodge.
nect the pet with their owner.
student Beth Crowe is working Weis said.
Custor
The mission cf The Humane
n
identi
With MSLI Athletics to sponsor a
ficati
on tags
The auction and sign-ups will
be made for $3 each. Society of Calloway County is
silent auction that will feature take place from 5 p.m.
to around
Digital photographs will also be
lots of signed MSU sports hats 6:30 following the
to extend humane education,
team leaders taken of
each animal for the
and T-shirts. game day tickets, meeting. The public
teach kindness and concern for
is invited to
H11111allr Society's free Lost
Pet
basketballs and other goodies attend the meetin
g, bid dunng
Photo Registry. The photo is animals and humans alike, to
fbllowing the meeting. Fornier the auction. BBBS
From Front
ot the year, unless Congress
enlists the
kept on file in the unfortunate relieve suffenng and preven
OVC Golf Chatnpion Nick aid of qualified
t
approves another round of supadults in the
event that the animal gets lost or cruelty
review are proposals to push
to animals; to increase
Newcombe has been enlisted to Murray-Calloway
port. The extension would
County area
aeparated from its owner. The
back sonic construction projects
provide golf lessons for auction. go give select
awaren
ess
account for about $225 million
of
pet
overpo
pulation
youngsters adult
Humane Society. asks that dogs
and
squeez
e savings from the of
MSU student Evelyn Miller is guidance and
the shortfall in the first year.
assistance at
bc brought on leashes and cats and work to reduce it: to enrich
state's health insurance costs, he
scheduled to announce a school anei
He said the plan doesn't call
at home. Studies in carriers, shce added.
our conununity through the pro- said.
Campus Skip-A-Thon to take have shown
for across-the-board cuts in state
The Humane Society strongly motion of qualit
that children with
Stumb
o
told reporters that
y of life for aniplace April 17.
adult role models do better in
recommends both an identificathe spending blueprint for the agencies. But the House leaders
mals and people.
"We are also going to have school and
tion tag as well as the
socially.
next two-year budget cycle, are hxling at personnel levels.
For any questions regarding
micnx:hip. Statistics indicate
beginning July I. will be pre- across state government, said
that the overwhelming majority animals in our community, sented to rank-and-file House Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg.
"We're actually shooting
of animals that enter shelters please contact the
members this week. Lawmakers
Humane
across
the board to move all the
have no fonn of identification
are
strugg
ling
to fill a shortfall
Society of Calloway County at
NOTICE
and make it almost impossible
exceeding $1 billion, caused by personnel levels back to the
SERVING NIUR:./C,
• The Murray Board Of
2007 levels," Stumbo said
to reunite the animal to its own- 270-759-1884 or humanesocis the deep economic downturn.
Unitm1414 MUM,P40 .
Zoning Adjustments will meet
''We'r
ers unirss the owner thinks to ety@murray-ky.net. You can
e looking at that for all
Stumb
o
said
the evolving
today (Wednesday) at City
check at the shelter to find the also visit our otTice at 607 plan avoids cuts in a key source Ouve branches of govemtnent."
Hail. There wilt be a public
lost pet. Other animals in the Poplar
In the executive branch, the
of state funding for elementary
Street Suite A-1.
hearing to review the appli• FINE IN Tiolinkei Support
and secondary education. It also House budget wnters are look.
cation
for
a 35-foot front setsase•wory
nut,
doesn't do any harm" to ing at nonmerit, or political
• 'L.. 0.01 addroos. we, nwe.euse'
hack variance on the proMedicaid, which provides appointees, for possible cuts, he
•
Stan Vag. rum. muumlimmv
posed addition to a building
health-care coverage for about said. Merit employees would be
owned by Swift Rental
From Front
Olt vet parciitad that purifies
LSoil uP to
790,000 low-income and dis- safe, he said.
Properties at 78 Spruce St.
combustion eahaust emissions
abled Kentuckians, he said.
Stumbe said during their
ties and research labs, in addiSign Up Ordbie1 wee* Laboallietpoon
Another public hearing will
"So we've protected elemen- budget work, the House leaders
and converts the wasted heat to
tion
to
l
joh
companies with emerg,
Call Tod./I Se..
be neld to review the applicatary and secondary education have identified about 250 non-.
energy.
ing technologies, compete for a
tion for a parking space variLocalNetOliver has received assistance and human services," Stumbo merit employees who have been
spot at the showcase.
ance on a restaurant and
hired during Gov. Steve
from the staff of Murray State's said.
Oliver, who gained a bacheretail saies with 10 retodenStumlx) said the spending Beshear's adrninistratio
Regional
n.
Business
and plan
lor's degree in mining engineertial apartments at 14.07 Main
assumes an extension of at
Asked to respond. Beshear
Innovation Center and has been
ing technology through a
St. owned by T.0 Dinh
least six months in federal aid to spokeswoman
Kerri Richardson
coached by mentors from the
boost the federal gosernment's said the govern
Murray State University proor "won't specio,
'Tennessee Technology 2020
share of Medicaid costs in late on propos
• To report a Town Crier
gram otlered at MalliSOM ilIC
als he has not yet
Program in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Kentucky.
aem call 753-1916
C'ommunity College about 25
seen. Once we see the plan tti]
In 2008 he received a 130,000
'rhe higher federal match address
years ago. worked at Peabody
the entire biennium:,
state
Nil VI tt
grant
through
the currently lasts only. until the end we'll respond
Coal Co. while taking classes.
then."
Alternative Fuel anti Renewable
After he got his degree, there
Energ
y
Fund, which he used to
10411 1Zhitnell kor.
were few jobs in that area so he
build a mobile demonstration
Aim
hl 42871-11140
worke
d
as an environmental unit that
Phone (2701 75.3-191b
will be on display at the
contractor, cleaning up hazFrom Front
holes and putting barbed-wire
Fits 0701 733-1927
WBTShowcase.
ardous
waste sites.
Mon - 3 ri 8.00 am 5
ni
Dr. Randall Gentry, president the time," Andrus said. "1 just fence in front of it. When the)
Cittor•ii Sal & Sun
According to an article in the and
CEO of the University of kind of adopted hitn. 1 brought came at us. some of them would
Madisonville Messenger,()liver Tenne
just fall on the fence and the othAlice Rouse, 11iltItirltei
ssee
Research him over and he stayed with us.
.trouoefiPrnurrgrledger
said the difficulties he encoun- Founda
tion. has been working
We got him a tlannel shirt, some ers would just step on them and
Notir Iliiiiit'N ssorking
tered in his work got him on the with
l.reg
FAiiltit
Oliver to write federal overalls and some number five come on through."
railorltmurreykilgrr :mulk
dip. hard'
road to devising solutions. His grant propos
Andrus also trained as an Amo
als and make indus- combat hoots."
aru.t% or uuerest
I :km. Miamian. Itl,rrtim
interest in independent study led try connec
ing Mgr
Ranger for a short time.
tions. Gentry thinks
KIM
helped
to
lighten
the
load
allate.nuirra.,legiger cum
ita%m,tu. a%adabli•
him to expeninent with energy- that Oliver
'That was a mistake," he said
's technology will for the unit when back "home" in
I lut...tmetu -grade- rating
Jill
related projects. His technology. attract the
Nip
attention of venture their tents resting frotn battle. but "1 thought I was going to be
t• laseifir.iiilfiturrar igr
lov Nandurti
Implo-Dynamics, is a proces: capitalists at
whiz and I joined the Rangers."
the Showcase
fighting cold and homesickness.
trt
asul/ur 111..u$11:.
However he saw enough action
Andrus was living in Miushal
idaltoilignniurrso,ledge! on,
I allablt• anti monuallaltic
County when he joined the U.S. as an infantry machine gunner
liaa itaasema
Mar
1,s111',
ailul•It•
Army in Sept. 1950. He was sent without a Ranger tab. He rememI 1,t if/Xt ....I...HUMAN
.11 I
!Kith le Totally e/tectree02/174010
.
,Prai In ayailehogy anp
to Fort Breckinritige for basic and bers the unit trying to take
city.ymis
ata.atriatiauliaira
Any 1141 int *alum may %Kluft seid pal lo
advanced training then wa.s sent enemy-infested hill.
nulist itiolionu payable III Athelllt r
,/,e .neeinl waned ban Ilk
sale ol thew socui
irvit note that. hits
home for a month before shipping
Andrus suffered an injury to
tome delivery dap. a
than a mutai limo wane,/ mocoati,
out for Korea. He served about 21 his foot from shrapnel for which
nnailed Ikon ouvrstments an kunpicl
,nteisql isle
such Thal OW intetes1 ales
months in the Arniy - about 10 of he received the Purple Heart.
0se IN kes ot bonds cam &trued ma the
3 mos1 I 6sane 1 Yost
those in Korea - and was disHe doesn't really know what
ammet,to can ime tcnooni
gniur handi
$105
Ann 13, to metal ity Roy ,esun.
$90 I ' SU
charged in August 1952. He was happened to Kim when he lett
leirwesiment Ina
The Oat owon
I1
assigned to the Army's 25th Korea. He loved the boy•
anti leas Mailed in(
euniN. 11
/
4 1 $1111
twt slum( pate bonds ant Num with A
Division, 35th Infantry Regiment; ing Korea without
maul
it.
mai
oi 11
/
41
Airyi ot PAA 888 end oi Amid:1.0
&
wa,
him
latuntier. 8120 All ulEtri
,'”nuei.0 lure,!Awed kstri !Ina*
later eiuning a marksman's badge painful. He thought
mulum
wo
about bnng:
1145
aNtstm it+ r..m iniutnisham about
malts ity
and assigned to operate a 3(hnm ing him home
lideS
Lel!
with him to
Publahrt1 M
MI919 Browning machine gun. Kentucky.
through Salutdam
•
altrtritual.
exerpt
Sunilaw,
I all or sisii %Mar locnI
His expertise led to an assignment
"I was the only one in our squad
Mernotial I
Jul1
/
4 4. labor DP.
Ilwatil.41,lug 141/4. thnaiengo
as trainer on the weapon.
.41INt.or
that was married arid we kept
mid
try.,
'Sew leap lip Penttilit AIN poirtage pa:t1
"When I first went over I was an ing to think how
ai Alurigr,
we could adoptPIISIM ASTER ',end
Susan T McNsiily
ammo bearer," he said. "1 carried him." Andrus
•
t bungee In no Mt NH Al
I &mit. Atiosui
said.
Sponsored by the Ilistorr Department
11.1/4.1.1( & IMP s, PO Flat 1040,
two buckets of ammunition. but
"I almost had a brother," said
1311 /annum Blvd
%tunes. Al 421171 1040
then I got up to be a sitting gunner Ken Andrus
Mumo, 41)011
, Andrus' son who
2/0/Y-34o
,
141X
11"111111 PAPER? Let tr. kilt. IF
and then gunner and then squad runs a
photography business in
FRIO le parable JAI Fr ran
tuw lit 11.141
leader."
or pre you crwtist :all 753-1916
Murray.
His unit spent much of its time
raw.etwa raj°net
During his tour in Korea:
Mummy lerlget &
SPs Mid-70(i)
'
on the front lines fighting North Andrus
• Murra1
/4 Ledge. & jurr, IA A menliwt
received sevend honors
tlw
Imralticks
Korean soldiers that demonstrated includ
ing the Purple Heart.
AM,
Alihrt II NrMti:Itttlr
incredible cunning and resolve.
1.11611,414FA AS•011411.01 rhe Aseorialeti
Marksman's badge. Korean War
Press is ext.iusis
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II Youth helped soldier...

Dr. Steven Patterson

Professor of History at Mississippi College
Author of
The Cult ofImperial Honor in British India
(Palgrave .tvlacmillan)

February 18, 2010
Faculty Hall Room 208
7:00 p.m.

"No Man Harms Me With Impunity:
Honor and Shame in British India"

Etluardiones

Reception at Faculty Club to follow.
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Obituaries
Max Parks
\Li\ 1...1 s, 64. Hazel, died

Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2010 at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements. Online
condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercom.

Jerry Own
Jerry Owen, 60, Munray, died
Tuesday. Feb. 16, 2010 at his
home.
Survivors include his wife, Janice,
to whom he was married Sept.
16, 1969; two sons, Rob Owen
and Jeremy Owen, and his parents,
Kenneth J. and Anna Mae Owen,
all of Murray; two brothers,
Rorinie Owen, Lexington, and David
Owen and wife, Belinda,
Murray; two sisters, Peggy Harrell and
Paula Compton and husband.
Steve, all of Murray; three granddaughte
rs, Amber, Courtney and
Trinity Owen.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements. Online
condolences may be made at wwwim
esmillencom.

Travis Gene BMWS

The funeral for Travis Gene Burress will
be today (Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Rev. Martin
Severns will officiate. Entombment
will follow in the Murray
Memonal Gardens. Visitation is now at
the funeral home.
Mr. Burress, 78, Murray, died Monday,
Feb. 15. 2010. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He had retired from Kroger of Murray
after 43 years of service
and was a member of Memonal Baptist
Church, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Kathy Johnso
n Bl1/ITSS: two sons,
John Burress arid wife, Mitzi, Murray, arid
Mike Burress and wife.
Shanna, Crossville, Tenn.; one sister;
two brothers; and five grandchildren.

G. Croonwell Hauge
The funerai tor Mrs. G. Cromwell Hauge
will be Fnday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral
Home. Pastor Christopher
Rollins will officiate. Visitation will be from 6
to 8 p.m. Thursday at
the funeral home. Online condolences
may be made at
www. mesmi1lencom
Expressions of sympathy may be niade to Murray
Art Guild, 500
N. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071 or the Americ
an Cancer Society. c/o
Pat Latimer, 101 South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Hauge,83, Murray, died Monday, Feb. 15,
2010, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Seventh Day Adventist Church
of Murray
and was also an officer and the last surviving
charter member of the
Murray Art Guild. Preceding her in death were
her husband, Louis
Thomas Hauge, and her parents, John E. Kenne
dy and Clara
Gertrude Cromwell Kennedy:.
Survivors include two sons, Louis Cromwell Hauge,
Murray, arid
Blake Whitman Hauge, Chattanooga, Tenn.; one
brother. John A
Kennedy, Seattle, Wash.; two sisters, Virginia
Adair Schlorff, Port
Richey, Fla.. and Joan McRae ‘Veleacka, Raleig
h-Durham, N.C.;
two grandchildren, Martin Louis Hauge. Fort
Campbell, and
Matthew Allen Hauge, Calhoun, Ga.

Given Stacy

Mrs. Ruth Fricker
Mrs. Ruth Fncker, 80, Murray, died Tuesday,
Feb. 16, 2010, at
6:35 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, William Herbert Fncker, preceded
her in death. She
was hom March 7, 1929. in Eldorado, III.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.yorkfuneralhorne.com.

Mrs. Marilyn 1. McElwayne
rhe turieral tor Mrs. M:ualyn J. NIcElwayne was Sunday at 2 p.m.

in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home,
Paducah. Rev.
Ronnie Stinson officiated. Burial was in the Clarks
River Cemetery,
Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the McCra
cken County
Humane Society 4000 Coleman Rd., Paducah. KY
42001.
Mrs. McElwayne, 73, Symsonia. died Thursday,
Feb. I I. 2010, at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. She had worked at
MLC Restaurant.
Big Valley Barbecue. Pines Restaurtun and Gary
and Virginia's
Restaurant. She attended Symsonia United Method
ist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, L.C. McElw
ayne; one
son, Barry A. McElwayne; her father, William E.
Vanwinkle; her
mother, Gladys Carnes Vanwinkle Eldard; her
stepfather. Chester
Eldard; four sisters and one grandson.
Survivors include one daughter, Sherry Wisenb
urg. Symsonia;
four sons, Larry and Perry McElwayne, both of
Symsonia, Gary
McElwayne, Hardin. and Kevin McElwayne,
Hickory; one sister.
Bernice Cornell. Peona, Ill.; 25 grandchildren;
21 great-grandchildren.
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The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Sue Meredith was
Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home in Benton
. Josh Herndon and
Mike Fields officiated. Burial was in the
Strow
Cemetery. Benton.
Expressions of sympathy rnay be made to the
Angels Attic, 972 Chestnut St. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Meredith, 74, of Benton, died Thursday.
February I I, 2010, at 1:10 p.m. at the home of
her
daughter in Murray. She was a homemaker, a
member of the Oak Level Church Of Christ, and
the
(laughter of the late Max Hayden and Ethel Brown
Hayden. She was preceded in death by her husband, William (Bill) Meredith, and one sister,
Meredith
Maxine Mathis.
Survivors include one daughter, Tracie Meredith
Hopkins, Murray; one son, David Meredith, Benton
; three grandchildren, Stephen Meredith, Memphis, Tenn..
and JaITIMiC Perry
and Katelyn Meredith, both of Murray: two stepgr
andchildren and
two step great-grandchildren.

Bill to raise high school
dropout age advances

The funeral for Green Stacy will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- raise educational standa
of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Visitation will be
rds at the funeral home State
Education Conunissioner key to raising income
from 4 to 8 p.m. 'Thursday. Online condolences
levels and
may be made at Terry
Holliday described a high economic development
wwW.imesmillencom.
opportuschool dropout's fate as a pris.- nities in the state.
Mr. Stacy, 89, Dexter, died Monday, Feb. 15, 2010,
at his home. oner
while touting a bill
Preceding him in death were his wife, Leathe
"The graduation bill says to
y Stacy; two sons.
Tuesday that eventually would the children
William ar.d Donald Stacy; his parents, David and
of this state that
Louelza Bradley
require Kentucky students to once they start
Suu:y; and three brothers. Henry, Carl and Earl Stacy.
school in
stay in school until reaching age Kentucky, they're
Survivors include two sons, Norman Stacy, Dexter
expected to
, and Charles
18.
Stacy, Vandiver. Ala.; two daughters, Helen
finish," she said. "It tells them
Stacy, Murray, and
The measure, which would that we value high
Ruby Hiller and husband Michael, Nonh Judson,
educational
Ind.; one sister,
gradually raise the dropout age standards. And
Arpie Coffey. Jackson, Ohio; several grandchildre
it lets them know
n, great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
from 16 to 18, easily cleared the that we will not
allow them to
House Education Committee give up on themse
lves."
after winning endorsements
1.D. Usrey
Nearly 6,500 Kentuc
stutuar.1-.11 for "J.D." John David Usrey will be Thursday at 11 from a lineup that included dents dropped out in theky2007Hollid
ay.
first lady Jane Beshear 2008 academic year, about
thc ,hapel of Collier Funeral Chapel, Benton.
RCN'. C.C.
3
Brasher. Rev. Randy Lowe, and Rev. Jimmy Fulton and House Speaker Greg percent of the state's public high
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pace Stumbo.
schcx)I population, according to
Holliday recalled that aS a the state
Cemetery, Hardin. Visitation will be at the funeral
Department ot
school
administrator yrears ago, Education.
home from 4 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may' be made to the he tried to keep a student in
That rate was below the
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church Building Fund school but within a few weeks national average, it said.
the youngster "tested my limits"
or Oak Grove Cumberland Presbytenan Church
The bill would set the goal ot
.
Online condolences may be given at www.collier- and was expelled.
a state high school graduation
tuneralhome.com.
"The only problem was about rate of at least 90 percen
t by July
Mr. Usrey, 86, Benton. died Sunday, February three weeks later he ... robbed a I, 2015. Kentucky
had a high
14,
store
2010.
and
ended up spending school graduation rate of
at Britthaven of Benton in Benton. He
Usrey
84.5
was a member of Oak Grove Cumberland most of his life in prison," pen:ent in the
2007-2008 acaPresbytenan Church and the Amencan Legion
demic year - ranking in the
. He Holliday said.
was a fanner and also retired from Murray
Holliday said that school ini- middle of the pack
State
nationally.
University where he worked in maintenance.
tiatives, including alternative according to the
deparunent.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army serving during programs. have sprung up in
Undet the federal law known
World War II. He was the son of the late Harl and recent years to try to keep trou- as "No
Child Left Behind,"
Opal Darnall Usrey.
bled students in school and on states had to set yearly
graduaSurvivors include his wife, Anna Jones Usrey; one
course
toward graduation.
son: Bruce
tion rate goals with the ultimate
ysrey and wife, Debbie, Alexandria, Va.; two daughters:
Under
the
legislation, goal of reaching nearly 100 perEsther
Ford and husband. Ronnie, Benton. Allti Vanessa Knott and
husband, Kentucky's minimum dropout cent by 2014.
Reggie, Tuscalix)sa, Ala..; five grandchildren: Crystal and
John age would go from 16 to 17
The bill also sets a goal for
Williams of Benton, Heather and Orlando Rodriguez of Southa
ven, effective July 1, 2013. A year counties to reduce by 30 percent
Miss., and Lanra Beth Usrey of Alexandria, Va.; three great-g
rand- later, the minimum dropout age the number of adults between
children; one god-grandson, Jordan Thompson, Freemo
nt, Texas; would go to 18.
ages 16 and 24 without a high
and one foster granddaughter, Maki Okuda of Takarazuka,
Beshear, a former school school diploma or CED
Japan
between
and her two children.
teacher, called it a "graduation 2010 and 2016.
bill." She said it would help
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Toyota cuts production as
U.S. demands recall info

AASHING ION t AP)- The
government ordered Toyota to
turn over documents related to
As massive recalls Tuesday.
pressing to see how long the
automaker knew of safety
defects before taking action.
Toyota, concerned about unsold
cars, said it would temporarily
idle some production in three
states.
The
Transportation
Department is demanding that
Toyota reveal when arid how it
learned of problems with sticking accelerators and with floor
mats trappping gas pedals, and
the company must respond within 30 to 60 days or face fines.
Those defects and problems

ith brakes on new Prius
hybrids have now led to the
recall of 8.5 million vehicles.
The intensifying investigation and the production halts at
Toyota's assembly plants are
fresh signs of the npple effect
the recalls are having on the
world's No. 1 automaker even as car-owners are streaming to dealers for fixes. Toyota
faces separate probes by the
Obama administration and
Congress as it struggles to maintain its loyal customer base and
its reputation for safety and
quality. Toyota said it was halting production temporarily in
San Antonio. Texas. and
Georgetown. Ky.
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THINK EXTREME VALUE, THINK BIG LOTS!
"
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STOCK MARKET REPOR T
Investilients Since 1854
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Humane Society Dog kdoption
Day and Pet I.D. Clinic Saturday

lo's
Datebook
By Jo BurIteen
Community
Editor

the Humane Society of Cantos ay County
ilkl&t• a Dog Adoption Day and Pet 1.1).
Clinic at Orscheln's arm and !ionic on
Saturday from 1(1 a.m. to I p.m. Sdoptable
dogs will be on hand along .4 ith information
on adoptable cats. Also the societs
microchip pets for $10 and engrase custont
pet II) tags for $3.'The society asks that (fowl
be brought on leashes and cats in carriers.
To see the Humane Society 's adoptable
pets and for mon information on pet identification iSal v v v.forthepets.oryg. or call at
759-18S4 or e-mail hurnanesociety(et murray•
ky.net.

VFW postponing meeting

VFW Post 6291 for Murray-Calloway County is postponing its
meeting until Thursday, Feb. 25, at 7 p.m. at the National
Guard
Armory due to continued haz.ardous road conditions. For information call L. Woods at 227-6458.

Special Olympics team plans sign-ups

Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics team will be holding
its spnng sports sign-up on Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Murray Middle
School Library. All eligible athletes from Calloway County Schooli
4
Murray City Schools and adults in the community are encouraged tA
attend to leant more about the spring sports line-up (gymnast
icti.
track and field, bot:ce ball). For information call 293-9054.

Bethel service tonight
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell in 1960
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell of 460
Darnell Rd.. Farmington. Coldwater community. will be married (or 50 years on Feb.
20. 2010 They were married ori that date in
1960. A celebration will be held later in the
spring at their home.
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Mr. and Mrs. Darnell in 2010
Mr. Darnell and the former Judith Hargis
were married by Paul Matthews, minister, at
his home in Murray. Their attendants were
Dan Daniell and Carolyn Palmer.
Mrs. Darnell, a hairdresser, is the daughter of the late James and Ruby Hargis
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ali the heautiful spnng
fashions arriving daily we are
ready for spring. Despite the
snow we know that warmer
weather can't be too far away. If
you are an early bird shopper
and like to have first pick of the
season now is the time to come
in.
Dresses are splashy' and fun
this season. and we have
received a lot of new styles.
Joseph Ribkoff has some
beautiful jackets, skirts, pants
and tops for those of you who
love the quality and fit of
Joseph.
We have iust received a huge
shipment of Jewelry — lots of
unusual pieces in gold and silver and some color combinations that will look great v.ith
that new spring outfit or pick up
something you already' have.
Our sale is still going on —
is a great time to add some new
pieces to your wardrobe — 60
to 75% off.
Congratulations to Peggs
Newsome who won the daor
prize last Friday.
Stay tuned to next weeki% lin
& Fashion report
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Mr. Darnell. a retired farrner. is the son of
the late Stanley' and Fem Darnell.
They' have two daughters, Rhonda
Barnes and Dee Dee Cook, and one soa,
Larry Darnell, deceased; and six grandchildren
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John arid Sandy C'arter of Lawrenceburg announce the engagement anti approaching marriage of their granddaughter, Enn
Leigh
Carter, to Jonathan Michael Young, son of Rev. Darrell and
Shad
Young of Murray.
Miss Carter is a 2008 graduate of Christian Academy
of
Lawren.ceburg and is attending Murray State University.
She is
employed by the Murray State University Alumni Association.
Mr. Young is the grandson of Jane Farley and of the late Garth
Farley of Bellevue. Mich., and James and Ann Young of Cynthia
na.
A 2007 graduate of Calloway County High School, he is
attending
Murray State University and employed by Sears.
The wedding will be Satuniay, March 20, 2010, at 2
p.m. at
Calvary Temple Church. Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Kercheval and Kell
Sam and Cindy Kercheval of Madisonville announce the engagement of their daughter, Hailey Quinn Kercheval, to Andrew
Lee
Kell, son of David and Elaine Kell of Paducah.
Miss Kercheval is the granddaughter of Ronnie and Pearl
Quinn
of Calhoun and Mary Beth Kercheval and the late
Howard
Kercheval of Madisonville.
Mr. Kell is the grandson of Kay Routh and the late Milton Routh
of Blandville, and Eugene and Pearl Kell of Paducah.
. The bnde-elect received her bachelor of arts in outdoor recreation from Murray State University in 2009. She is now employ
ed
by Wood-N-Wave Bicycles & Watersports, at Grand Rivers.
The groom-elect received his bachelor of science in outdoor
recreation and is now employed by McCracken County Schools
,
Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday. Apnl 3, 2010 at 2:30 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Innovations 2010 will
meet Friday at Hickory
Innovations 2010. a regional industrial celebration coordinated by
the West Kentucky Business Services Team and sponsor
ed by the
West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board, will showcase
local
companies utilizing emerging technology and innovation.
The group will meet Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Community and Technical College's Skilled Craft
Training Center located on Highway 45 North in Hickory.
Greg Higdon. president of the Kentucky Association of
Manufacturers and Ken Carroll, also of KAM, wil be the keynote
speakers. With more than 40 participating companies, Innovations
2010 is forecasted to be a great success.
This will also be an opportunity for the public to learn how to market themselves for what will happen once the economic crisis
is
over.
For more inforrnation please contact Tammy Nesler at the
Mayfield Career Center at(270) 247-3857.
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Murray Fitgh School Class of 2012 will have a rebate day and
evening at Mr. Gatti's from 11 a.m. to closing on Thursday.

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet

Home Department will meet

Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.tn. at the club house with Cheryl Crouch
to speak
on "Strokes." Hostesses will he Kay Hays and Betty Jerge.

CASA board to meet Friday

The Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) Board
of
Directors will meet Fnday at 1:30 p.m. at Benton Church
of Christ.
3091 Main St., Benton. For more information contact
Karen
Darnell, executive director at 270-761-0164.

Shrine Bingo is Friday
Mun-ay Shrine Club Bingo will he Fnday at 6:30 p.m. at the
club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

tnyagemen1

FREE In•Home Assessment

MHS Class of 2012 plans rebate event
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The Murray. Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway C'ounty Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness classroom. This will be an
open discussion. For more information contact Cheryl Crouch 762-155
at
7.
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Bethel United Methodist Church will host an Ash Wednesd
ay
service tor the beginning of Lent tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m
at
the church
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Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program
. will
meet every Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
('hurch. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informat
ion or for
a nde call the church office at 753-1834.

Digital classes are scheduled

Digital Photography Class 102 will be Fnday from 9:30
to I I
a.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office at 310
South 4th St,
Murray. Terry Little will be the presenter. There are no
charges and
the public is invited. Call the extension office at 753-145
2 to regiSter.

TOPS Chapter will meet

*:
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meey
Thursday at 5:1 5 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646,
Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from
7 to 8 p.rri
at St. John's Episcopal Church For information call
753-8419 or 11877-447-2004.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet

Overeater's Anonymous. a 12 step recovery group
for all types ot
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30
to 2:30 p.m. A
Chnst Methodist C'hurch, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfiel
d. For infoi
mation call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at
1-270-623-8850.

Banquet reservations due today'

Members of the community who are interested in
attending the
third annual banquet for the winners of the Steve
McReynoldy
Essay and Poetry contest must make reservat
ions by today
(Wednesday)at 5 p.m. Tickets for the event. which will
be Monday/.
Feb. 22, at 6 p.m. in the Murray State University Curris
Center baltroom may be purchased by calling Tnsh Barton at
753-5856.

Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet nxiay (Wedne
sday) at 5:31)
p.m. at Murray High School. All coaches, sports
representatives.
parents and other interested persons are encouraged
to attend.

St. John's plans service

St. John's Episcopal Church invites the community
to attend the
Ash Wednesday service, the first day of Lent, with
a service ol
Imposition of Ashes at noon and a service of Imposit
ion of Ashek
and the Holy Eucharist at 6 p.m. at the church at 1620
W Main St:.
Murray.
•

Senior Citzens planning trip

Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center is
sponsonng a !
:1
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashevile, N.C..
on June
10. The cost of the trip will be $345 per person, based
on double
occupancy. A $75 deposit is due at the time you sign up.
For detaileel
inforrnation contact Ten Cobh. activities director,
at 753-0929.

Free tax preparation planned

Trained AARP volunteers vt ill he available at
the Murrai
Calloway Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray, to assist
in filing personal income tax forms. including 1040
1040A ana
1040EZ. Tttis service will be free of charge and will
be available
each Wednesday through Apnl 7. Persons must make
appointment,.
by calling the center at 753-0929.
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Jerry and Lottie Sheridan in 1960
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Sheridan of III
Snow Rd., Murray, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with a reception on
Sunday. Feb. 21. 2010 at 2 p.m. at Salem
Baptist Church, Lynn Grove. All relatives
and friends are invited and only out of town
invitations will be sent. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Sheridan and the former Lottie Sue
Enoch. were married Friday, Feb. 26, 1960,

Jerry and Lottie Shetidan in 2010

at the Kirksey Methodist parsonage with retired
after working for 30 years for
Rev. Jonathan Easley officiating. Their witGeneral Tire at Mayfield.
nesses were Ernie and Jean Sheridan.
Their four sons are Dale Sheridan and
Mrs. Sheridan is the daughter of the late
Cletus and Verna Elizabeth Smith Enoch. wife. Shirley, Ricky Sheridan and wife,
She worked for nine years for Food Dana, Chris Sheridan and wife. Lori, and
Services for Calloway County Schools and Marty Sheridan and wife, Onda.
is now a homemaker.
Their seven grandchildren are Tyler.
Mr. Shendan is the son of the late Lee Taylor. Ryne, Dylan, Ethan,
Griffen and
Roy and Elizabeth Cooper Sheridan. He Marond
a.
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By Danielle Stewart,
nuttitonlst
Purchase Dis!nci Health Department
The WI(' program is a federal
program that provides nutrition
education. physical activity recianmendations and healthy supplemental foods to low income
pregnant women, breastfeeding
and postpartum women. infants
and children up until the age 5
who are at nutritional risk.
Physical activity and nutrition
work together for better health.
Physical activity simply means
movement of the body that uses
energy. Physical activity should
begin during infancy and continue throughout adulthood.
Today, obesity is one of the
most pressing health concerns
for our children. More than onethird of children and teens,
appmximately 25 million, are
overweight or obese - and physical inactivity is a leadingcontributor to the epidemic, it was
reported.

Infants should be encouraged
to be physically' active from the
beginning of life. Sitting up.
rolling over, crawling, standing,
and eventually walking expand
the infant's level of physical
activity. The way infants are
held and handled, the toys they
play with, and their environments all influence their motor
skill development. Parents can
influence the quality of the
infant's movements by providing a stimulating environment
with colorful books, mats and
toys.
For health benefits, physical
activity should be moderate or
vigorous and add up to at least
30 minutes a day for an adult
and an hJur for a child. The
2005 Youth Risk Factor
Surveillance Study indicates
that 9.6 percent of youth do not
engage in moderate or vigorous
physical .activity. Moderate
physical activities include walking briskly, hiking, dancing.
bicycling, and yard work

Vigorous physical activities
include running/jogging, swimming. aerobics and playing football.
Make physical activity a regular part of the day by choosing
activities that you enjoy arid can
do regularly. Children can participate in physical activity by
running, jumping, throwing a
ball. tumbling in the leaves.
building a sno%%nian. splashing
in a puddle, or dancing to their
favorite music.
The WIC program is providing "The Get Healthy Now
Show" which teaches children
the importance of fruits, vegetables and physical activity.
Decreasing television alio computer time helps allow for more
physical activity which reduces
risks of health conditions.
Swimming, briskly pushing a
baby stroller. playing basketball.
walking, or dancing at a wedding are all good examples of
being active for an adult. Some
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physical activities are mit noon bike nde
with your kids,
intense enough to help you meet walking up and
down the soccer
the recommendations. Although or softball field
sidelines while
you arc moving. these activities watching the
kids play. clean the
do not increase your heart rate, house or wash
the car together.
so you should not count these do stretches,
exercises. or pedal
towards the 30 or more minutes a stationary bike
while watching
a day that you should strive for. television.
such as grocery shopping, parkBeing physically active is a
ing further from the store, etc.
key element in living a longer,
Family involvement not only. healthier. happier
life. It can
helps meet daily recommenda- help relieve stress
and can protions but is also good family. vide an overall
feeling of welltime. Physical activity can be being. Physical
activity can also
done at home by pushing the help you achieve
and maintain a
baby in a stroller, enjoy an after- healthy weight
and lower risk

for Aronic disease.
The benefits of physical activity help build and maintain
bones, muscles, and joints.
builds endurance and muscle
strength, enhances flexibility
and posture. helps manage
weight, lowers risk of heart disease, colon cancer, and type 2
diabetes, helps control blood
pressure, and reduces feelings of
depression and anxiety.
Call your local health department to find out if you can
receive WIC.
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Jeanne Fleming of Murray and Richard G. Carlson
of Grand
Rapids, Minn., were married on Kapalua Beach in
Maui. Hawaii. on
Tuesday. November 10, 2009.
The bride started and ran Office Extras. Inc.
in Murray for 22
years. which will now be managed and run by Sandy
Morgan.
The groom was a music teacher of band and choir
middle school
and high school students for 34 years in Minnesota,
and is now
retired.
They will be dividing their time between Murray
and The Villages
in Lady Lake, Florida.

WIC program encourages daily physical activity

.469 will mee:t
y County Publif
m at 753-6646.

from 7 to 8 p.rrt
1 753-8419 or g

Fleming and Carlson

as they take on the Dawson
Springs Panthers in a
double header match-up.
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MCCH offers breast cushion
with digital mammograms
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is proud to announce
that we now offer all women
digital mammograms along with
the MammoPad® breast cushion. Digital mammography is
the latest technology in the fight
against breast cancer and
MammoPad is a foam breast pad
that serves as a cushion between
you and the mammography system. The mammogram will be
softer and more comfortable
with the MammoPad® cushion.
Pain. or fear of pain. is cited
as one of the main reasons why
40 percent of women over the
age of 40 do not get their annual
screening mammograms. Now
there is a way to ease the pain
that women feel dunng their
mammogram
with
the
MammoPad®. This pad serves
two purposes: the first is to help
minimize discomfort in a
screening mammograrn. Clinical
studies show
using
the
MammoPad® reduces discomfort by 50 percent for three out
of four women. Second, while
the breast cushion provides
compassionate care for the
patient, it also has a grip like
surface that helps hold the breast
tissue in place to ensure optimal
breast positioning. but does not
create a need for increased dose

or compromise the high les el of
image quality that we offer at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
A digital
mammogiam
machine uses compression and
X-rays to image your breast, but
instead of capturing the image
on film as with traditional mammography, the image is captured
to a computer as a digital iniage
file.
There are several advantages
to digital mammograms. Digital
mammograms are faster than
film mammograms. because
there is no film to develop. The
image can be sent immediately
to the radiologist for viewing. If
the image is unclear, you will be
told about it nght away, and the
image can be retaken. This may
help reduce mammogram callbacks, arid stress on patients.
The National Cancer Institute
did a study comparing film and
digital mammography, and concluded that digital manunography is more accurate than film at
finding cancer in women less
than 50 years old, and women
who have dense (not fatty)
breast tissue. Digital marrunography also uses less radiation
than traditional film manunography. reducing your lifetime
exposure to X-rays.
The mammography depart-

men( v. AS again awaided a threeyear term of accreditation in
Mammography during 2009, as
the result of a recent survey by
the American College of
Radiology (ACR).
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's
Mammography
Department strives to provide
the latest in breast cancer imaging including digital mammography, the MainrnoPad® breast
cushion, and accreditation by
the American College of
Radiology (ACR).
To schedule your manunoPhoto provided
grain at Murray-Calloway PROJECT GRADUATION DONATION: PiCtured,
from left. are Murray High Seniors Kathryn
County Hospital, please call Wilson and Shelby Johnson, accepting
a $100 donation from Melony Bray. Murray Hospital s
(270) 762-1970.
Director of Planning and Marketing, for 2010's
Project Graduation event

Burford gets ACHE fellowship
Special to the Ledger
Murray-('alloway County
Hospital is pleased to announce
that Steve Burford, Executive
Director of Physician Services,
recently received his fellowship
from the American College of
Healthcare Executives.
The American College of
Healthcare Executives (ACHE)
is an international professional
society of more than 30,000
healthcare executives who lead
hospitals, healthcare systems
and other healthcare orgianzations.
ACHE is known for its prestigious FACHE® credential,
signifying board certification in
healthcare management. and its
educational programs including
the annual Congress on
Healthcare Leadership, which
draws more than 4,000 participants each year. ACHE's established network of more than 80

chapters pnwides access to networking. education and career
development at the local level.
In addition, ACHE is known
for its magazine, Healthcare
Executive, and its journals, the
Journal
of
Healthcare
Management and Frontiers of
Health Services Management, as
well
as
groundbreaking
research, career development
and public policy programs.
Through such efforts, ACME
works toward its goal of being
the premier professional society
for healthcare executives dedicated to improving healthcare
delivery.
"We want to congratulate
Steve on his achievement in
receiving his fellowship from
the ACHE. We appreciate his
commitment in furthering his
professional development as a
leader at MCCH," said Keith
Bailey. CEO.
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New study says lack of early
light upsets te,en sleep clock
LAURAN NEERGAARD
length rays. said lead researcher
AP Medical Writer
Mariana
Figueiro
of
WASHINGTON (API — Lack Rensselaer's Lightin
g Research
of the right light each morning Center.
to reset the body's natural sleep
"If you have this morning
clock might play a role in light, that is
a benefit to the
teenagers' irregular sleep. a teenagers,"
Figueiro said.
small but provocative school
Figueiro's study was a first
experiment suggests.
step to test in real-world condiSpecialists say too few teens tions finding
s from sleep laboraget the recommended nine hours tories showin
g that light effects
of sleep a night. They are often on the 24-hou
r body clock may
unable to fall asleep until late play a
role in teen sleep proband struggle to awaken for early lems too.
classes. Sleep patterns start
The study, published in the
changing in adolescence for journal
Neuroendocrinology
numerous reasons, including Letters, is
small and didn't track
hormonal changes and more student sleep.
just an early sign
school. work and social of change
. the evening melademands.
tonin surge that typically preResearchers turned to a North cedes sleep
by about two hours.
Carolina school built for energy
But while preliminary, the
efficiency, with lots of skylights study is well
done and should
so classrooms could reduce use spur additio
nal research on
of electric lights yet still be everyday
light exposure, said
brighter than usual indoors. That Dr. Judith
Owens, an associate
allowed testing of the effects pediatrics
professor at Brown
when some eighth-graders at University
and sleep medicine
Smith Middle School in Chapel specialist.
Hill suddenly lost exposure to a
"There's a biologically based
specific wavelength of light.
shift in the natural sleep onset
From waking until school and wake-up time. I think
what
ended. 11 students donned spe- this study shows is that you
can
cial orange goggles that block impact that shift with light
short-wavelength "blue light," manipulation," Owens said.
but not other wavelengths nec- "The major talce-home message
essary' for proper vision. is to get natural light exposure
Blocking that light for five days early in the day."
Morning light is not the only
upset the students' internal body
added
clocks — delaying by half an factor.
Figueiro.
hour their evening surge of a Tuesday's report is part of a larghormone called melatonin that er study involving a second
helps induce sleep. Rensselaer school in New York to examine
Polytechnic Institute researchers evening light exposure — computer and TV light plus regular
reported Tuesday.
Teen's who trudge to the bus indoor lighting. Too much
evening light can add to the
stop before dawn or spend their
problem. she said.
days in mostly windowless
The research was funded by
schools probably suffer the same the Nationa
l Institutes of Health
effect. as daylight is the best and U.S.
Green Building
source of those short-wave- Council.
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P1REP HOOPS:
PADUCAH TILGHMAN 67,
CALLOWAY CO.63

MURRAY STATE 130, SE MISSOURI STATE 68
•
•
•

1
1
1
Photo provided

Seniors Kathryn
Murray Hospital's

1

e Town
TOMMY DiLLARD

Leige, 3 ri—e,

Paducah Tilghman guard Cody Schultz
braces for contact as Calloway County's
Austin Lilly drives to the basket during
Tuesday's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Lilly poured in 24 points, but it wasn't
enough as Tilghman won 67-63.

Lakers can't
close out
upset again
TILGI-IIVIAN OVERCOMES
FREE-THROW WOES,
ESCAPES ,1 EFFREY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
For a Calloway County. team that hasn't yet
picked up that signature win this season, Tuesday.
seemed like the perfect time.
With First Region co-favorite Paducah
Tilghman locked in a tie garne early in the fourth
quarter at Jeffrey Gymnasium, the Lakers would
have liked to shirk off what has been an inability
to close out games against upper echelon competiMICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times tion this season.
Members of the Murray State basketball team huddle
around each other for a celebration shot after beatin
Calloway has had Marshall County and
g Southeast Missouri State
80-68 Tuesday night for the school's 21st Ohio Valley
Conference regular season title.
Henderson County on the ropes at Jeffrey, but wasn't able to finish the job in either.
Tueciay was Homecoming, the final week of
the regular season and the Lakers had just rallied
from an eight-point deficit to ue the game early in
the fourth quarter on back-to-back-to-back threepointers from Austin Lilly and Shawn Thompson.
But the sanie old story rang true for Calloway.
By MICHAEL DANN
which couldn't find enough offense in the closing
Sports Edi:or
minutes to keep pace with Tilghman, falling 67)1.i?b
It's hard to fathom that anything could possibly outdo
•See LAKERS, 313
OVC(Ow*
Isaiah Canaan's desperation School
half-court heave — from his Murray State
16-0 (25-3)
knees — as the shot clock Morehead State 12-3 (18-8)
expired in the first half. but then Eastern Kentucky 10-5 (18-9)
again. that's what happens when Austin Peay
9-6 (15-12)
PREP GIRLS BASKETBALLyuu move to 16-0 in conference Eastern Illinois
9-7 (15-11)
ROUNDUP
Tennes
see
Tech
7-9
(13-14)
ISaYYes, Canaan's cannon was Jacksonville State 7-9 (11-15)
the highlight of the night, but Tennessee State 4-11 (7-20)
the real shots of the game were SE Missouri State 3-13 (7-20)
the final scoreboard, which read UT Martin
1-15 (4-22)
89-68. and when Ohio Valley SW-Edwardsville 0-0 (3-21)
Conference Commissioner Beth
The other three people who
DeBauche
handed
Billy benefited most were the seniors,
Kennedy the regular-season Danero
Thomas, Tony Easley
championship trophy and the and George
s Fotso.
rest of the Racers cut down the
Thomas and Easley shone in
CALLOWAY FALLS AT
nets after Tuesday night's win their final
conference home
oyer Southeast Missouri State at game,
MADLSONVILLE
leading the team with a
the Regional Special Events combin
ed 30 points.
Staff Report
Center in front of 3,698 proud.
Thomas led the Racers with
Murray got double-doubles from Janssen
The night started with 18 points
on 8-for-9 shooting
Starks and Haley Armstrong and 22 points from
DeBauche handing Kennedy the from the
floor and tacked on
Shelby Crouch in a 76-36 rout of Heath Tuesday
OVC Academic Achievement three assists
in 17 minutes of
night at Tiger Gym.
Award. but one smile from work.
Easley finished with 12
Starks scored 19 points and dished out 10
Kennedy and it was clear which points. four
rebounds and seven
assists while Armstrong scored 12 points and
award meant more.
blocked shots in 24 minutes.
pulled down 10 rebounds as the Lady l'igers
"As a basketball coach, the
Fotso came off the bench for
shook off back-to-back district losses to improve
basketball one means more," the one point,
but was the first one
to 23-4 on the season.
fourth-year head coach said. to be handed
the trophy from
Murray struggled to hit shots early but
"As an academic guy, which I'm Kennedy.
stepped up its defense and whipped Heath into a
far from. it's a close second."
"As a senior, to win the regutransition game that quickly led to a double-digit
Kennedy has reason not only lar season
title ... This is an
lead in the second quarter.
to playfully joke but to wear a amazing feeling
right now,"
The Lady Tigers expanded a seven-point lead
big smile.
Fotso said. "This team put in a
after one quarter to 20 at halftime. going into the
Moments after being one of lot of hard
work, blood, sweat
locker room with a 20-point advantage.
the last to climb the ladder. and tears anti
right now I can
Murray owned a 34-22 advantage on the
along with his daughter, Anna honestly
say we're really enjoyboards.
Cate, Kennedy cut down what ing the benefits
."
In addition to its three double-digit scorers,
was left of the championship net
Thomas recalls a summer
Murray got six points from Sian House and five
and draped it across his five- session, when
he first met B.J.
apiece from Amanda Winchester and Sarah
year-old daughter's head.
Jenkins, Ed Daniel. A.J. Wilson
Crouch.
"My wife (Mary) and my and Canaan
. One word summed
Heath was led by Lauren Paxton, who scored
children (Will, Lexie and Anna up Thomas•
feelings: Special.
14 points.
Cate) mean everything to me."
"Since my freshman year,
Murray shot 54 percent from the field and
Kennedy added. "They're a big we•ve been
building and buildheld Heath to just 23 percent.
part of our program. They have ing and buildin
g. We finally got
Murray hosts Dawson Springs on Thursday.
been to every game since we've over that
hump this year and I
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger A 7
rip-off is set for 6 p.m. at Tiger Gym.
been here and whatever happens knew we
Murray
State head coach Billy Kennedy is cheered on by his
had a special group."
Madisonville-North Hopkins 69,
players while
with this program, they are a big
he cuts down the net with his daughter Anna Cate after
Calloway Co. 49
the
Racers
won
the
part of."
regular season OVC crown Tuesday against Southe
•see RACERS,28
ast Missouri State
•
GIRL

RACERS WIN OVC-IIEST 21ST' REGULAR SEASON CROWN;
MAINTAINS NATION'S LONGEST WINNING STREAK AT 16
MENS'
STANDINGS

Lady Tigers
rebound from
skid, rout Heath
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A Night To Remember
Racers win conference-best 21st title
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KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD
luesdai, s Scores
By The Associated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
Bell Co 55 Barbourville 5,
Build* East 80 Elizabethtown 67
Crinstian Co 83 Muhlunberg C,ounty
76
East Jessamine 62 Somerset 54
Franklin Simuson '0 Warnen East 51
Green Co 59 Campbellsville 58
Hopkinsialle 67. Owensbero 64
Johnson Central 53. Prestonsburg 42
Livingston Central 65 Hickrritel Co 49
Lot, St. Xavter 63 Lou. Hoty Cross 43
Lyon Co 59, C,arlisle Co 46
Mayfield 64 k4arshatl Co 62
Middlesboro W Cumberland Gap.
Tenn 75. 207
Nelson Co 63. Taylor Co 52
Paducah Tilghman 67 Calk,way Co 63
Shelby Valley 91, Lawrence Co 51
South Laurel 64. Letcher County
Central 46
St Mary 54. Reidland 38
West Jessamine 75 Pulask, Co 47
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Hoptuns Co Central vs Henderson

C,o ppd to Feb 17
Madisonville-Nortn Hook,ns vs Apoik,
Kid
Belfry vs Scott VV Va ppd
Phelps vs Gitben. W Va . ppd
Sheldon Clark vs wiliamson, W Va
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Ballard Memorial 62 Marshall Co t'
Edmonscm Co 55. McLean CO 50
Green CO 81, Campbellsville 31
Hart Co 72. Taylor Co 59
Lexington Catholic 50 Elizabethtown
43
Madisomalle-Nurtri Hopkins 69
Calkoway Co 49
Manor, CO 69 Lou Mercy 53
Monroe Co 48, GreenwoOd 35
Murray 76 Heath 36
Todd Co Central 59. Tngg Co 54
YVarren Central 60, Allen Co -Scottsville
56
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Leslie Co ,s Harlan Co ppd to Fet
17
Lawrence Co vs Tolsia W Va ppd

MSU FOOTBALL

Kent State
highlights
Racers' schedule
MURRAY STATE WILL HAVE
5 HOME GAMES IN 2010
By 114SU Sports Informabon
The Murray State athletics
department released its 11-game
2010 football schedule. including five home games and nonconference road games at Kent
State and Central Arkansas.
"Stewart Stadium is the place
to be this fall." said director of
athietics Allen Ward. "I'm
excited about Coach Hatcher's
ir.augural season and it's a great
time for the fans to jump on
board and support Racer football."
For the first time since the
This season marks the fourth- 1997 season, the Racers will
straight year that the Racers will play a non-conference game
on
open the season on a Thursday Homecoming. MSU plays host
night as MSU travels to face to Missoun State on Oct. 9 at
3
Kent State on Sept. 2. Kickoff is p.m. The game is the back end
:Crop) Tony Easley raises the OVC regul
MICHAEL DANN / Leoger & Times
set
for
6
p.m.
at
of
Dix
a
homeStadi
um
and-home senes
ar season conference trophy high in the
air as fellow Racers join in the cele- and marks the first match
tration.(Left) The three seniors, Danero
up between the two schools with
Thornas. Georges Fotso and Easley share
a
mome
betwe
nt
togethei prior to cutting
en the two schools.
down the nets.(Right) lsacc Miles cuts the
the Bears wiruting the first game
first string from the nets following MSU'
MSU steps back out of con- in Springfield, Mo. last season,
s 80-68 win over SEMO.
ference on Sept. 18 as the 35-10.
Racers travel to take on Central
The Racers play two of theii
Arkansas. Kickoff time is yet to final three games at Stewar
t
Troith Page 1B
that season like I did this year. said Southe
be announced. The contest Stadium, beginning with a
ast Missouri coach
con"I
was
thinki
ng
today
.
tthd,rtias said.
back marks the third meeting on the test against Tennes
This one, I feel like I put my Dickey Nutt.
see Tech on
"Anytime a guy when I first took this job
"It's incredible to win the last hand in the dinner plate that
and gridiron, but the first since the Nov. 6 and closing
can make a 3-pointer from his that first day.
out the seaI thought, 'What teams played to a 0-0
*arne at home, the regular sea- we're eating from right now,
tie in son Nov. 20 against Tennessee
it knees, then it's probably your did I get
myself into,'" Kennedy' 1940.
:sonshampionship and cut down feels so much better."
State.
year."
said. "Once I learned of all the
:ale nets. We're doing this for the
As for the contest against the
MSU would go on to take a causalities and the
$ans and everyone that has sup- underrnanned Redhawks,
guys leaving
the 35-21 lead at the half.
the program and the transfers,
35orted this progratn. We're just game itself was never a contes
t.
The Racers started the sec- issues and so
many negative
:injqying this night, it's wonderMSU stormed out of the gate ond half on a
20-8 run to extend things happened the first month
OW ROUNDUP
,
with an 11-2 run in the first 5:32 their lead
$14
to 55-29 with 13:06 I was really concerned.
Easley, a fifth-year senior and later led by 17 when Canaa
I
n left to play. Thomas, who went thought I
got myself into a bad
ni:1;:ttile only remaining piece hit the shot of the year.
scoreless in the first half, heated situation, but
$rotp the 2006 championship
I think tonight is a
With the shot clock expiring, up to score
18 points in just real tribute to my faith in God
*roup, said that year was spe- Canaan launched a three-pointe
r under nine minutes to key the and He got
me through all of
:vial. but nothing compares to the from half court, which banke
d surge. Thomas, at one time, this. I don't
think I could have
Pelings and emotions the in to give the Racers
a 29-12 scored 11 straight points.
gotten though all of that by
:Alabama native was feeling advantage at the 4:47
mark. It
"Congratulations to Murray myself."
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) - percent from
fruesday night.
was Canaan's only three-point State,"
the floor (33-forNutt said. "Our conferZavier Sanders scored 16 59) compared
"In 2006, I didn't con- field goal in five attempts on
to a 44 percent
MURRAY
ST.
SS,
SE MISSOURI SS
the ence will be well-represented if
points
leadin
,
g four Eastern mark (22-for-50)
tribute," he said. "I didn't put night.
for the
they make it to the NCAA
Illinois players in double fig- Skyhawks.
SE MISSOURI (7-201
tele blood, sweat and tears into
"It was an incredible shot," Tournament."
Butler 2-5 0-0 4. Russell 0-2 0-0 0,
ures as the Panthers beat
Eastern Illinois also scored
Pearson 0-1 0-0 O. Thornpson 5-11 2-4
Tennessee-Martin 83-68 on 24 points
17, Allison 1-6 0-0 3. Miles 3-9 2-6 8,
off of 19 TennesseeSmith 7-12 1-2 19, Hill 0-0 0-0 0,
Tuesday night.
Martin tumovers.
McCrary 1-1 0-0 2, Kirk 0-2 0-0 0,
There comes a time when we all nee
Jeremy Granger and James
The Skyhawks led 18-15
Maxwell 6-10 2-3 15. Table 25-59 7-15
d to come together,
Hollowell added 13 points midway throug
ss
h the first half,
voice our opinions and join forces
apiece while TJ Marion had 11 but Jay Smith'
for the future of Murray.
s 3 sparked a 16MUNRO ST. RS-31
for
Panthe
the
rs
(15-1
1, 9-7 5 Panthers run and they
Thomas 8-9 1-1 18. Aska 3-7 3-7 9,
never
Ohio Valley Conference), who trailed again.
Easley 5-6 2-2 12, Miles 0-1 2-2 2,
Jenluns 1-4 2-2 5, Daniel 3-4 3-4 9,
have won a season-high four
Marqu
is Weddle scored 18
Canaan 2-8 0-0 5. Burge 0-0 0-0 0,
straight games.
points, including four 3-pointPoole 0-6 4-4 4. Simmons 0-0 0-0 O.
While the teams were close ers, to lead the
McClain 2-2 1-2 5, Wilson 1-1 0-0 2,
Skyhawks(4-22,
Long 3-5 1-2 8. Fotso 0-1 1-2 1. lads
in multiple statistical cate- 1-15). Tenne
ssee-Martin has
28-54 20-28 80
gories, the Panthers shot 55.9 lost six of seven.
Relltiss-Murray St

a Racers

i

Sanders smooth as
Panthers top UT Martin

How does March 1
at 6:00 p.m. work for you?
Hosted by the City of Murray

Community Listening Session
Monday, March 1 at 6.00 p.m.
Robert 0. Miller Conference Center. 201 Sout
h 4th Street
(Old Post Office. Downtown)

NewCities

35-21. S-PsIst
Gsmis-SE Missoun 11-21 (Thompson 57. Smith 4-6. Maxwell 1-2. Allison 1-3,
Pearson 0-1) Murray St. 4-15(Long 11 Thomas 1-2. Jenkins 1-4, Canaen 15 Miles 0-1 Poole 0-2) Fooled OstNone Isaimods-SE Missouri 32
(Maxwell 5). Murray St 40 (McClain 6).
Assisb-SE Missoun 14 (Miles 4),
Murray St. 15 (Miles 4). TRY Fais-SE
Missoun 21. Murray St 16 A-3.898.

Texas Hold 'Ern
Tourney
Saturday, February 20th
2500 1st Place
Top 10 Paqi

Institute

There are ways to make Murray thrive All
II takes !s putting our heads together

270-752-3333

www.newcities.org
KY

For Details
Gaming ORG0000514

•Girls
From Page 1B
After staking claim to a 4th
District regular-season championship with back-to-back wins
last week, Calloway County fell
flat on Tuesday, falling 69-49 at
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
The Lady Maroons jumped
out to an early 19-11 lead in the
first quarter and held it the rest
of the way.
Calloway cut the margin to
seven late in the third quarter,
but Madisonville hit a shot from
well beyond half-court at the
buzzer to take a double-digit
advantage into the fourth quarter.
Calloway was paced by 21

points and 10 rebounds from
Averee
Fields.
Alyssa
Cunningham added 11 points
and Karlee Wilson scored nine.
Junior forward Kenyatta
Drake led Madisonville with 29
points while senior forward
Tayla Foster poured in 28.
The Lady Maroons pounded
Calloway on the boards, winning a 36-19 rebounding advantage.
Tlie Lady. Lakers shot 42 percent from the field while
Madisonville shot 52 percent.
The Lady Lakers return to
action Thursday at Ballard
Memorial. Tip-off is set for 7:30
p.m. in La Center.
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By

TOMMY DILLARD
SportS Writer

Without Steve Duncan.
'Lonnie Martin doubts he'd be
'playing college football.
: In fact, ask any of Murray's
:four Campbellsville-bound sen:iors how they began to view
:next-level football as a serious
;option, and the answer inevitably
;revolves around their head
:coach.
"I'd been wanting to play college football forever," said
pemoree Fields, who. along
TOMMY DILLARD
Murray football players (from lett) Jordan Benton
with teammates Martin. Jordan
. Jarvae Langford, Demoree Fields and
Benton and Jarvae Langford, Lonnie Martin were recognized Tuesday in a ceremony at MHS. All four players
signed
:were honored in a ceremony to play for Campbellsville Universqy, an NAIA program in Campbe
llsvil
le.
Ky.
Looki
ng
:Tuesday afternoon at MHS rec- on are Murray principal Teresa Speed and head coach
Steve Duncan.
:ognizing their signings with schools
having programs, most his tearnmates was a key
factor Murray's soccer team.
'Campbellsville University, an of these
guys can play some- in the decision.
NAIA program in central where
He didn't get many chances at
if they want," he said.
"We kind of fantasize about field goals. going
Kentucky.
4-for-6 as a
"That's what I tell them. These how it's going to
be living on senior. but converted 60 of his 63
"But whenever coach Duncan four
guys all improved their campus together," says Martin.
came (two years ago). it basical- grades
extra-point attempts.
when they started listen-.
According to Benton, the four
ly' became a real option for us. ing to
"We have a very aggressive
me last year. and now hope to live together in
one of kickoff strategy that might
He made us believe we could they're
going to get their educa- the university's six-stu
dent require an onside, pooch or
:yin a state championship and tion
paid for and play football at apartrnent-style
dormitory touchback kick called from the
that we could play in college."
the same time."
rooms.
sideline and he was able to make
Though Fields, Langford and
All four Campbellsville
Fields doesn't like to brag. all those kicks
Benton actually signed with signees
routinely."
received financial pack- but he wants a little credit
for Duncan said."He could possibly
Campbellsville on National ages that
reportedly cover most what he says was first his
idea.
Signing Day two weeks ago. the of the
get a shot to play as a pro
costs of their attendance.
"Campbellsville had been because of his work
school wanted to finalize
ethic and
All four signees also turned recruiting me since
my junior competitiveness."
Martin's paperwork before hold- down
other interested parties to year and I always had my
mind
ing a joint ceremony to celebrate sign with
Campbellsville could utilize
Campbellsville.
set that I wanted to go there," he Langford as either a
the signing of all four teamwide receivMartin was leaning toward said. "I just really wanted
some- er or defensive back while
mates.
Hanover College, a Division III one to go with me.
Now I've got Martin could play either offenFive Tiger seniors have now program
in Indiana, but decided not only one, but three others.
"
signed with colleges — Brandon on
sive line or defensive line.
Campbellsville due to its
At this point, Fields takes the
Wicks inked his name with closer
Campbellsville coach Perry
proximity to home and the opportunity to look around
a Thomas will enter his third year
hlurray State on Signing Day — ability
to move to the next level crowded library and smile.
and Duncan expects linebacker with histear
as head coach this fall after takrunates as company.
Campbellsville lists him as a ing the Tigers from 0-10
Devon Smith to join up with
to 3-8 in
Langford was receiving safety on its official
list of his first year and from 3-8 to 7-4
Franklin College, a Division III heavy
interest from Lindsey recruits, but, always outspo
ken in his second.
program in Indiana.
Wilson
College.
another of his love for running back, he
But Duncan. who just fin- Kentucky
Before
coaching
at
NAIA program in isn't giving up on his position of
ished his second seasua as a head Columb
Campbellsville, Thomas spent
ia, while Benton had choice just yet.
coach, says he's no superhero. several
16 years as a high school head
offers from Division 111
Benton will be primaiily a coach. seven of which
The opportunities are there for schools
he used to
as well as a spot as a placekicker for Campbellsville
those who want them.
, guide Paducah Tilghman to a 70walk-on at Murray State.
also known as the Tigers. He was 31 overall record,
"The way things are today
including
For each. the opportunity to a kickoff artist at the high
school eight playoff appearances and
with so many different levels of move
to the next level along with level and was also a
star on two state semifinal appearances.

i

•Lakers
From Page 1B
point play in the second quote"
63.
Brock Simmons added 16
"We couldn't get the big one points for the Lakers while
when we rieeded it and we could- Shawn Thompson scored nine
n't stop them from scoring when and Josh Humphreys notched
we needed to because Josh eight.
(Forrest) is so good," said
Justin Hill struggled to scnre,
Calloway head coach Bruce notching just three points, but led
Lanc, whose squad falls back to Calloway's rebounding effort
.500 at 13-13 with one regular- with eight boards.
season game remaining Fnday
The Lakers hit seven threenight at Fulton City.
pointers as a team and shot 37
The Lakers had no answer for percent from beyond the arc, but
Forrest dowm low as the junior Lane credited Tilghman's zone
sensation scored a game-high 28 defense with making things diffipoints and pulled down 10 cult for his squad on the perimerebounds to complete the double- ter.
double.
"They do a good job of
Calloway began intentionally spreading that tone out and really
fouling around the two-and-a- covering people," he said. "That
half minute mark, employing a may be their best defense because
strategy Lane said he gleaned it really hurts people out front."
from Carlisle County coach Bnan
'That defense paid off for
O'Neill.
Tilghman in the closing seconds.
As a team, Tilghman shoots
After Kris Jackson missed two
just 52 percent from the free- free throws, giving Calloway the
throw line.
ball down by just three points,
The Blue Tornado fell just Lilly threw up a deep thme-pointbelow that mark on Tuesday, er with 12 seconds left on the
going 15-for-31 at the stripe, but clock, a shot that fell harmlessly
that I-for-2 average was enough short.
to hold off down Calloway down
From there, Cole closed out
the stretch.
the evening from the free-throw
"(The strategy) kept Carlisle line.
in the game on Saturday." said
"It wouldn't have been a bad
Lane. "They hit one out of two a shot if he had been in just a half a
lot of times, which kind of kept us step because he rrassed short."
at bay. They just made some big Lane said. "He was nght on line.
plays down the stretch and we just short. But (Tilghman) really
didn't."
kind of handcuffed us on the
Tilgfunan did get clutch last- perimeter and we ran out ot
second shooting from junior options there late."
guard Trevonte Cole, who went
After Simmons hit two free3-for-4 from the stripe to close throws to tie the game at 59.
out the game.
Calloway suffered a three-pos"He's our best free throw session sconng drought that
shooter and we were trying to get included a turnover, two nusseCI
him the ball even though he was layups and two missed free
cramping up and we couldn't throws — a stretch that esabled
really use him much the second the Tornado to build a three-point
half," said Tilghman coach Brad lead they wouldn't lose.
Stieg.
Cole was also the co-MVP Pad Tiigninan 10 19 20 14 —67
along with Forrest, scoring 18 Calloway Co 113 14 13 18 — 63
points. He knocked down four Paducah nignman (22.4) — Forrest
three-pointers during a second 26. Coie 18 Hannon 10. Hamer 6,
Overstreer 3. Schultz 1 Key 1
quarter in which Tilghman strug- FG:
24-45 3-pt. 4-10 FT 15-31
gled to find other ways to score.
Rebounds: 30 Turnovers: 16
Calloway was led by Lilly,
Calloway Co.(13-13) — Lilly 24
who poured in a season-high 24 Simmons
16 Thompson 9. Humphreys
points on five three-pointers, one 6 Maness 3 Hal 3
of which he completed for a four- FG: 23-49 3-pt.: 7-19 FT: 10-16
Recounds: 29 Turnover
s: 15
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You May Qualify For Additional
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CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 00-CI-00538
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Repnning at an existing Iron pin at the southwest corner
of Calvin J. DeVoll
I Deed Book 411. Page 680! and In the east line of Terry
Dale Wyatt(Deed Book
409. Page 368,•
thence, with the south line of Calvin J. DeVoll !Deed Book
411. Page 680; South
87 deg 46' 11" East, 821.34 feet to an iron pin set. a
new oerner,
thence. with a new line. South 12 deg. 28' 07' Nest.
191_51 feet to an iron pin
set. and agreed line of Wesley C. Wyatt ( lYeed Book 363,
Page 11 and Deed
• Book 163. Card 23291 and an agreed line of Terry Dale Wyatt
!Deed Book 409.
Page 368,,
thence, wrth itn agreed north line of Terry Dale Wyatt(Deed
I3ook 409. Page
3681 South 86 deg. 36 17- West. 139.33 feet to an iron pin
ewe, an agreed corner;
thence, continuing with agreed line. South 74 deg. 33' 03'
West. 73.66 feet to an
iron pin set. an agreed corners
thence. continumg wah an agree Worth 88 deg.
57 Ofr West 588.87 feet to
an exiatong 1-1/2" metal stake
'witness pin eet, an agreed corneir,
thence, with the agreed east line of Thrry Dale Wyatt
(Deed Book 409, Page 3681
North 04 deg. 43 11" East. 236.85 feet to the point of
beginning and containing
4.13 acres, more or lees, according to a survey by
Richard T. Carter, Ky. PLS
1982 with C & C Surveying in April and May. 2004
Thre tract is subject to a property hne agreement with
owners of Deed Book 16e
Page 508. Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and
to any preexisting easetnente.
'TRA.CT II: A certain tract of land located on the west side
of Downing Road and
Southerly approximately 0.6 mile of Mt. Olive Road in
Calloway County,
Kehtucky, and tnore particularly described as follows,

By vutue of a Judgment end Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on January 11. 2010. In the above cause, to satisfy
the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of S179,522.35. I shall
proceed to otTer for
..ale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway
County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Thursday. February
18, 2010, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout. the following
described property
ated in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being
2004 Atkins Way.
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described
as follows:
TRACT I: Lot No. 33 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivisi
on in Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot ie recorded in Plat Book
'26, Page 29, Slide
2444, an the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. Said Subdivision
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, Tbvmship
1, Range 4 East.
TRACT
Lot No. 30 in Unrt II of Saddle Creek Subdivtaion tn Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucicy. Said Lot is recorded in Plat Book
26, Page 29. Shde
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. Said Subdivision
itt located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4. Tovmship
1, Range 4 East.
Being all of that property conveyed by deed from Joy A. Buclungha
rn, et al..
dated July 6. 2004. of record in Book 555. Page 147, in the
office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required
to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with
the balance be be paid
in full within thirty (30, days. with sufficient eurety hond,
bearing intereet at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in
thirty (301days. A lien shall he retained on the property
as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner, but the
pntperty shall be sold subject to the current veer ad valorem
taxes.
This 27th day of January. 2010.

Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

thence, leaving said right-of-way and with a new
line North 87 deg. 46' 11"
West, 1149.98 feet to an iron pin set in the east line
of Wayburn Waatt • Deed
Book 168, Page 508., a new corner of Wesley C. Wyatt
(Deed Book 363. Page 11 •,
thence. with the east line of Wayburn Wyatt • Deed Book
168, Page 508,, North 1
deg 22' 37" East. 189.49 feet to an ercisting I" Iron
pin with a witness pin set rn
the south line cf Robert L. Andrus(Deed Book 329,
Page 498! and the
Northwest corner of Wesley C. Wyatt 'Deed Book
363, Page 11
thence, with the south line of Robert L. Andrua
(Deed Book 329. Page 498a
South 88 deg_ 37' 23" East, 1132 16 feet to the point
of beginning and containing
5.418 acres, more or less, according to a survey
done by Richard T. Carter, Ky.
PLS 1982 with C & C Surveying on December
10, 2001.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Tim
Johnson. and wife. Louise Johnson.
by deed dated August 17, 2005. of record in Deed
Book 608. Page 306, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a
cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser
shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10rt of the
purchase price. with the balance te be
paid in full wehin thirty 130( days. with sufficient
!surety bond. beanng interest at 12'e per annum from the date of sale until
paid. and fully due and
payable in thirty 130 • days. A lien shall
be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertain
ed and paid. but the property
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes.
This 10th day of February. 2010.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Mester Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

The Houeing Authority of Fulton. Fulton. KY.
is
seeking sealed bids from contractors for Northgare
Homes Revitalization, Contract A, Harding
Court
Section. Work consists of porch improvements,
new rear decks and drive, and parking area
conatruction.Bida will be opened on February 25,
2,00.p.m. local time. Plans and Specifications
may
Ise obtained by contacting Beth Pyle. contract
administrator. at the Housing Authority at
270-472-1115

COMMONWEAL'TH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00433

Mee

CHASE HOME FINANCE,LLC,

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
CHRISTY SUZANNE ADAMS,

D•

.1NDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9. 2009, in the above cause. to
satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $76.765.1
9, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
Cou.nty, Kentucky'.
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. March
5, 2010, at the hour of
10,00 a.m., local Ume. or thereabout, the following described
property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with Its address being 9909
State Route 121 North.
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described
as follows:
Being a portion of the Northwest Quarter of Section
7, Thwnship 2, Range 3
East, and more particularly described as follows,
Beginning at a stake on the South edge of the right-of-w
ay of Kentucky
Highway No. 121, sand beginning point being 194.0
feet East of the Northwest
corner of the tract of land owned by Lovie Finney
by deed recorded in Deed
Book 104, Page 605 thence in a Southerly direction
for a distance of 180 feet to
a stake; thence in an Easterly direction
parallel with Kentucky Highway 121 for
a distance of 240 feet to a stake; thence in a northerly
direction for a distance of
180 feet to a stake in the South edge of the right-of.w
ay of said Kentucky
Highway 121: thence in a Westerly direction with
said right-of-way for a distance of 240 feet to the point of beginning
Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas and other
mmerals underlying the land
which hart been heretofore conveyed or reserved in
prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said
coal, oil, gas and other minerals. if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Christy Suzanne
Adams by Deed dated
November 29, 2007. of record in Deed Book 723,
Page 453, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
or credit basis of 30 days,
hut if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall
be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase pnce.
with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments full within thirty (301days.
with sufficient surety bond.
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date
of sale until paid. and fully
iffe and payable in thirty.(30( days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as
idditional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertain
ed and paid. but
-hall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

MAX W PARKER
Master CommIssioner
Calloway Circuit Court

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by
the Calloway Circuit
C,ourt on November 9, 2009, In the above cauee,
to satisfy the judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of S38,268.33,
I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door •r• • te City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the Iugheet bidder, at publa: Auction on Friday, March
5. 1010. at the hour of
10.00 a m., local time. or thereabout, the following
descnbed property located in
nalloway County, Kentucky, with as address being 1528
Old Salem Road,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly deecribed
as follow,
Parcel *060-0-0028-A
Legal descnption of a tract of land situated in the
County of Calloway. State of
Kentucky. being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section
36, Tbwnship 2,
Range 4 East, and part of the Southwest Quarter
of Section 31, lbwnship 2,
Range 5 East and being all of Lot No. I of a Minor Subdivisi
on Plat of record to
Plat Book 13, Page 95, Slide 1200. and being further
described as follows,
Commencing at a 1/2" diameter rebar found. located
16.50' north of the center
line of the )Id Salem Church Road approximately 1/2"
msle East of the centeritne of Overbey Road !Kentucky Highway 894,and
being the corner of the CeelB. Farris property i Deed Book 166. Card 593c,
thence, with said Ferris line North 61 degrees 21'
34" East 16.50' to a 1/2"
diameter rebar (set. meriting the corner between Lot
No. 1 and Lot No. 2 and th,
point of laginning;
thence, from aaid point of beginning and with staid Cecil
Farris line the folloo •
trig calls, North 61 degrees 21' 34" East 290.56' to a 1/2"
diameter rebar found
North 3 degrees 01' 05" East 275.88' to a 1/2" diameter
mbar set, corner to thrJohn C. Steele property (Deed Book 155, Card 1666,,
thence. with said Steele's line the following calls:
South 73 degrees 4T 52' East 252.78' to a 1/2" diameter
rebar set,
South 11 degrees 16' 18' West 508.50' to a 1/2" diameter
rehar set marking the
corner between Lot No. 1 and Lot 2;
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Master Commissioner
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The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall
be requvrect to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with
the balance to be paid in
two equal inetallments full within thirty (30! days. with
sufficient surety bond,
beartng interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid. and fully
due and payable in thirty (30)days. A hen shall be retanned
on the property as
addnional security All delinquent taxes shell be ascertain
ed and paid, but
shall be sold subject ta the current year ad valorem taxes.

jk ‘‘.̀sl

David Ramey
978-5941

DEFENDANT'S

Being the same property conveyed to Charles Rogers,
and wife, Patricia laownet
Rogers, by deed from Pogo Downey, dated August 21.
1992, of record in Book
183. Page 319. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.

Flits 10th day of February'. 2010
Respeetfully submitted,

Auto Insurance
Low down peymente

020

CHARLES ROGERS,PATRICIA DOWNEY
ROGERS. CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTI
VE,
CMFINANCIAL SERVICES,INC ,
UKNOWN SPOUSE t IF ANY)OF PEGGY DOWNEY
,

tract contains 3 2193 acre!)

All heartngs stated herein are magneue and are taken
from a reading in the
field on December 11. 2001

thence. with said nght-of-way and an arc to the left
of 222.43 feet with a radius
of 4457.81 feet to an Iron pin set. a new corner of
Wesley C. Wyatt (Deed Book
363, Page 11 said pin located South 23 deg. 05' 48'
West, 22'2.41 feet (chord dienonce •;

PLAINT'1.1

thence. with the North line of Lot No. 1 (dedicated by
plat for a public road,30'
from and parallel to the centerline of the Old Salem Church
Road, the following
calla, North 73 degrees 29' 35" West 174.75' to a 1/2'
diameter rebar set; North
71 degrees 42' 13' West 105.47' to a 1./2" diameter
reber set. North 63 degrees
43' 15" Weet 161.95' to the point of beginning.

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER

Uniese stated otherwise all iron pins referred to as
set are 5/8" diameter iron
Piritt18" long with a yellow plastic cap stamped R.T. Carter
L.S. 1982.

higtzunng at an iron pin set 0.85 feet East of an existin,g
metal stake in the
right-of-wry line of Downing Road (said right-of-w
ay herein taken to he 20 feet
from centerhnel at the southeast comer of Robert
L. Andrus , Deed Book 329
Page 498, and the northeast corner of Wesley C
Wyatt !Deed Book 363, Page
111,

N.D.,
DEFENDANTS
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VS NOTICE OF SALE

•LAMES D. TUCKER,ailea JAMES DENNIS TUCKER,
LAURA TUCKER, U.S_ BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

E
A DE
, aat,

Subjec:
643, Pa
(Vice

CtiiFINANCIAL. INC., Suet:. er by Merger to
CitiFinancial Services, Inc.,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Unless stated otherwiee all iron pins referred to as set and/or
existtng are 5/8
diameter Iron pins 18" long aeth a yellow plastic cap
stamped R_T. Carter, PL.',
.1982. All bearings stated herem are magnetic and are
taken from the South
Itne of Deed Book 411. Page 680.
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COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY cut= COUR1'
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00189

NATIONAL CITY REAL ESTATE SERVICE
S, LLC,
Stcressor by Merger to National City Mortgage,
Inc.,
Elt•tt National City Mortgage Co ,

:By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway
:Circuit Court on January 25. 2010, in the above cau.se. to
sausfy the Judgment
of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $110.280.72,
I shall proceed to
'offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway C,ounty.
„ Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on E'riday,
March 5, 2010, at
'the hour of 10,00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the following
described proper
ty located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address
being 1877 Downing
Road, Koksey, KY, and being more particularly described
as follows:
TRACT 1 A certain tract of land located Westerly of
Downing Road and
Southerly appniximately 0.6 mile from Mt_ Olive Road
in Calloway County.
Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:

010

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

PLAINT1F3

TIM JOHNSON alk/a TIMOTHY JOHNSON
AND LOUISE JOHNSON.
DEFENDANTS

VISA

7

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCICY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00484

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIFtCUIT COURT
Civil Action No da-CI-00491

)LINES

JACKSON PURCHME AGRICULTURAL
CREDIT ASSOCIATION

PLAINTIF

VS. NCYrICE OF SALE
— Fri. 11 LA
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11 lit
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5 pt.
Well pin,
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ISA

:FERRIS FAMILY REAL ESTATE HOLDIN
GS,LLC,
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY
(a/IL.• FERRIS REAL ESTATE HOLDIN
GS, LLC,•
DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPAN
Y);
BRIAN R. FERRIS, ROCHELLE ANN FERRIS;
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTL'CKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAYr

DEFENDAN I By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 14. 2009, in the above
cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of
$178,939.02. I shall proceed to ofTer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday
, February. 18, 2010, at the
hour of 10,00 a m., local time, or thereabout,
the followIng described property
located In Calloway County. Kentucky, and being
more particularly described as
follows
TRACT I being designated as Lot 75.
WESTEILN SHORES, Phase II, as shown
on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39,
Page 14, Slide 3730, in the
Canoe/ay County Court Clerk's Office In
Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference la hereby made fur more particula
r deacnption of said lot

2Legal
Notice

Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTER
N SHORES recorded in Book
643. Page 415, amended in Book 651, Page
786, in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray Kentucky
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EXPANDING distnbu.
tion center needs a
forklift operator.
Starting at 512.00 per
hour plus benefits.
Drug testing & cnmtnal
background check
required. High school
or GED. Abie to lift 60
lbs. Positive attitude,
team players only.
Send resurne to. Job
P.O. Box 628. Murray.
KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"ftelp wanted- iiecUon
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corm
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork CDM
are plaLed tluough
the Murray Ledger
4/ Tunes Please call
us if you have any
quesUons regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
MARKETING
Pleasant voices fo
easy phOne work
No selling
FulVPart-tirre
Work Monday-Fnday
$7 25-$16 per hour.
Paid Weekhi
762-9900

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-20-10 TO 1-20-11 KW/0395092(12 openings)
CARRAWAY FARMS MURRAY. KY
05-28-10 TO 12-20-10 KW110395634 (4 openingel
LARRY TUCKER FARMS, KIRKSEY, KY
4-15-10 TO 12-20-10 KY/0395639 (8 openings)
RANDY OVERCAST, MURRAY KY
4-1-10 TO 12-25-10 KY/0395054 (6 openings)
DAVID FEAGIN. MURRAY. KY
TOBACCO/FARM LABORERNURSERY LABORER
Wage $7 25/ $8 00 hr 3/4 rzntract hours guaranteed
All tools and equip at no charge Housing provided for
those beyono commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50°.0 ol contract compftited
Transport daily lo worksrte Apply for this lob at the
nearest office ol state workforce agency in this state
Using lob order numbers above with a copy ot this
advertisement Sullied to random drug test at
empioyer cost
TEmPORAPY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
3-1-10 TO 1-10-11 KY80393886 (20 openings!
GARY BRAME. KIRKSEY. KY
3-20-10 TO 12-31-10 KY*0394564 (7 openings)
LM&M FARMS, MURRAY, KY
3-20 10 TO 12-20-10 1:Y80395004 (8 openings)
BILLY DALE SMITH, MURRAY, KY
4-1-10 TO 12-20-10 KY00395095 (15 openings)
NP PRODUCERS. MURRAY KY
4-20-13- TO 12-20.10 KWS0394751 (10 openings)
JOHNNY SMITH FRAMS, K1RKSEY, KY
4-20-10 TO 12-2610 KYS•0394419 (4 OPENINGS)
JACKIE CARSON FARMS, MURRAY, KY
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e-RITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time after.
noon LPN posrtton
We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply
person at Brilthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

PREVENTION SPECIAUST
Responsible for student assistance program
assessment. planning. organization. and delivery. Qualifications: Masters in appropnate field
with one year related expenence in substance
abuse field or Bachelor's degree with relevent
experience. Work flexible hours: KY drivers
license/safe record. Prefer expenence working
with youth.
Send resume to: Anne Thurman. Vice president
for Human Resources, Four Rivers BenaviOral
Health. 425 Broadway. Suite 201.
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled.
EOE

Imes

management, program
development, program
coordination and other
social work
issues_ Experience
working with the elderly or disabled is helpful. Tres
person should develop
a working knowledge
of community services
and
resources Coordinate
this information and
assist residents in
becoming
educated in and linked
to available services
Create programs that
stimulate
residents both physically and mentally_
This is a 40 hour per
week.
full-time pOSrtion.
Benefrts available,
Pay rate. $1 5.00/per
hour Background is
thoroughly checiced on
all positions.
EOE
Send cover letter e
resume to:Anita
Darnall
Wesley Hills
1020 Caleb Street
Dyersburg, TN 38024
OR fax to: (731) 2856909 OR email to.
Anita Darnallewesleyhousing.com
End date for submission 2/24/10

3BR, 2BA, very nice
1800 Valley Dr
$700/mo. 753-5344.

HOUSE 8 Office
cleaning References
293-3253

Need cash? Like can
dles? Make money
selling candles! Call
Terri 0 270-331-8585
for info.

Haig

GROWING
practice
seeking en enthusiastic and dedicated medical office technician
that is precise and
comfortable with technology. If you entoy
working in a customer
service onented environment with progressive leadership, please
send your resume to
PO-Box1040-E,
klurray,KY-42071.
Medicai office experience preferred.

public road 30'
id, the following
etwir set; North
th 63 degrees

111110ls

Subject to all restrictions. conditions, requirem
ents and easements as set out in
the Deed from the United States of America Trinesse
e Valley Authority of
record in Book 103, Page 507, Book 103, Page
479, Book 103, Page 483, and
Book 103, Page 487, in the Calloway County
Clerk's Office in MutTay, Kentucky
Being the same property conveyed to Ferris
Real Estate Holdings, LLC, by deed
of Conveyance from KY Land Partners, LLC, dated
November 17, 2006, recorded December 12, 2006, at 2.41 p.m., and of record
in Deed Book 673, Page 560.
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray,
Kentucky.
The aforementanned property shall be sold on a
cash or credit bruits of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchamer
shall be required to poet bond
with the Master Commissioner with good and sufficien
t surety, with said bond
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (301 days. A lien shall
be retained on the property as
additional secunty All delinquent taxes shall be aecertai
ned and paid, but
shall he sold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes.
This 27th day of January, 2010.
Respectfully submitted.
!WAX W. PARKER
Master Commissior.er
Calloway Circuit Court

EEL.

320
[ Apartments For Rent

TOBACCO/FARM LABOREFVNURSERY LABORER
Wage 57 25' 58 00 hr 34 contract hours guaranteed
All tools and equip at no charge Housing provided tor
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50% of contract oomPleted
Transport daily to eeorksite Apply for tnis lob at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state
Using pot) order numbers above with a copy of this
ailvertisierneol Subiect to random drug test at
employer cost

FRONT Desk
Receptionist Seeking a full-time
high energy, compassionate front desk per
son who loves dealing
wrth ;.?ople
Duties will include but
not limited to, greeting
patients and assisting
with their incs noes,
computer woric. assisting doctor and answering telephones
Please call Monday Thursday behveen
8'00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m.270-759-1116 for
more details.

COMPUTERS
ServicerSa,es
Repairs/Upgraoes
759.3556
140
*Mt° Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid fcg
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray
150
Articles
For Saki
4181- Magnavox big
screen TV $100
Kenmore White countertop microwave
$20 00 15' Flat panel
COmputer monrtor
$30.00. (270;994-0083
FOR SALE:
21 Storage Unrts
Potential income
$950,mo.
$115,000 obo
227-3861
227-8280

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 • 5B.

need Joostrevhdrre i••
dory

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Callow ..r” Garden
Essex D•/%1.11s
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drtve
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Al artments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Eid. 283 6
.
'Mr Egos) opportune,
DUPLEXES tor root
all appliances Induct
ed. Cali ib 2-9948.
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7065.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LAFIGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/HON. W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600
LARGE 3BR, 2BA in
quiet neighborhood.
C/I-11A All appliances &
lawn service.
227-5173.

NICE. 1BR, w/d,
smoke free, no pets, 1
yr lease $375/m0
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Cirove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large
dock with great view
reingerator.
stove. Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

rr11?

Otter:
•All Size Units
• 24,7 Surveillance
• Electricity
Climate Control

a
•
NIEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping 8
teal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 7274611

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
360
460
*Remodeling
Verne Rentals
aornes For Salt 1
*Screened Porches
*Garages
NEV., , .343so ft 2BR, *Water
J&L RENTALS
& Termite
2BA. 1 car garage
MINI-STORAGE
Damage
county gasiwater near
720 S. 4TH s'T.
•Decks
Murray. hilltop acre
Corner 4 121 • &
*Home/ Mobile Home
$139,00
0
ISM° SZ5 10115 $4,
Repair
270-519
-8570
1270i 4,16-2524
436-5517
(270i 293-6906
New 2-4
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate controi
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate 8 clean
*We sea boxest
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Priarisialae
Office NARK
located at 103 hfcith
beh
Hanky
for Salt Lxass.
Contact SEG Reel
isrt'ParP"Diesak
t83•080K
.116

[Ell

Commerical Prop For Rent

COMMERCIAL build
ing for iease. Free
standing building with
parking. Gieat location
in Murray. $350/per
month Available now.
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

Bedroom hoaxes ia
Rieerfleid Estates.
BG Real Prope
Professionals

293-7872
OPEN House Saturday
February 20th Noon3PM
8837 State Route
121N. Just outside
Coldwater. Country living at its best. 3 bedroom, 1-1/2 baths, gas
fireplace. 5-• acres, 2
car garage. pool, outbuildings, fresh paint
and carpet. Located in
Calloway
County.
$121,800. Call Century
21
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors
(270)753-1492
NEW

-

CONSTRUCTION
3Bed. 2Bath
1.480 sq ft
Sunset Blvd
S139 000
(270)293-2482

AKC Pembroke Weiss
Corgi puppies 4892211 or 293-1739
AKC
registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies $500 & up.
Ready beginning of
March. 731-336-7848.
BEAGLE
puppies,
$150. Parents
on
premises. 767-0028.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC, CKC, shots.
wormed, $300-$350
270-251-0310
evenings.
390
Livestock & Swedes
HAY
mixed
$3.00
bale,
square bales.
753-1287.

grass
Srnal

11()ItSi
)%Rni
2BR 2BA, completely
remodeled. 1504
Belmont Dr.
$700imonthly. No pets.
270-753-8767,
270-293-4600.

yorrr
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11•4 1%1 I .011. 11,0.11 HI
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1.111
••
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753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe. and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offehng septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BRUSH 8 Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.
DAVIS Handywork's
Small home repairs.
garages, decks, siding.
remodeling, houses
built to suit.
270-227-9484.

-190
dyad Cars

I HO 1%. 111 I:11'

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

.111

ilZt'i

We Finance
hollandmotersales cor,
270-754-446i

Used Trucks
2001 Dodge Ram
1500 Ext. cab $2,500.
978-5655 or 759-9295
1995 F-250 Ford.
$3.1300. 435-4498.

Horoscope

YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free
estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

•*cat, a, sr et
• km.alls
itki/OPerated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
liamillon Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 12111.

753-8087
I% ler Murdock • :24.3-1722
1,1411.n
‘1110-448

CLARKS
1. MN CARE
•Mtn%

Hill Electric]

Since 1986
24 mum novice
Res . Com . Ind
Licensed St insured
All pbs - big or small

I IA L'S WAS I I
MANAGFIVIEN.

& %Iirlthing
411‘43- '211
vents) etpericeisir
*rev IF slimales
41 ill to lo I.ake area
t2711i22.7-1958
ML Garage Doors
Installation. Repairs
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators 293-2357

David's Home
Improvement
!LC
%ors
.;.rg

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aer,1 DLAC4er
(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Barn, Shingles
(270)804-6884
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grieding,
firewood Insured
469-2839

The Piece tp Starts..
Murray Ledger& Times
(270)753-1916

Uri Isawelim)Sigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
on it quickly. Evaluate what is
GOLF carts 2 electric,
FULL-TIME 3-11 shift
278-293-73i-1 . Thursday, Feb. 18, 2010:
happening with a child or loved
1 gas. 293-5430
3BRI2BA brick in city.
Prefer CMA, but not
2711-20?-73F
This year, be aware of the role
one.
quiet residential neighrequired. Must enjoy
your instincts play and how they
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
borhood. central-heat
Hybrid
working with tee elderBermuda affect your daily life. When
you
**Sr** Others run with the
Appliances
& air, kitchen stove,
square bales $4.25. 50 are confus
ly. Apply in person
ed and trying to make
ball, encouraging you to perhapS
fridge. dishwasher.
or more bale $4.00. a decisio
Fem Terrace 1505
n, learn to let go and
try another approach or dd
W/D-hoo
Round
kup,
bale
Stadium View Dr.
big
large-$
30
LARGE
trust. The right answer will come
something very different. If you.
fenced back yard.
small-520
EOE
SELECTION
forward -- it will. Take your time
want, take your time. Others will
$850.
270-293-3805.
instead of diving directly in. If you
LOCAL restaurant
USED APPLIANeES
continue to present new ideas. •
TEL.-270-767-1176
LOCALLY grown pre- are single, you need to trust
seeks Store Manager.
in
1/11ARD-1EILKINS
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
mium hay. Available at your allure. Your charis
Expenence preferred,
ma keeps *** Take a hint from Virgo.
FOR Sale or Lease: all
60S E South 12th SI
YoU
times.
Alfalfa, bubbling up, drawing quite a few
nct required. Full time
also will benefit from focusing on
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
mixes, grass mixes. suitors. If you are
(270)753-1713
day & night Must be
attache
d,
the
the job at hand and clearing out
property with dock, 2 Square
and round two of you might want to
flexible. Send resume
take a
one task after another. You couid
1/2 car garage.
bales. Some wrapped. class in communicatin
to P,O. Box 150
g
togethe
r.
be tired and drawn from this
270-873-7826
Firewood
High protein. TDN. Your bond
Paducah, KY 42002
will warm up. ARIES
work. Only take on what you
Students & truckers blooms.
PADUCAH real estate
must and nothing more.
FIREWOOD
welcome.
270-75396 hour licensing
(270)210-6267 or
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) •
E0348 before 9:00pm
The
Stars
class. nights,'
Show
the
Kind of *** Looking forward to the
(2701226-3845 Pick up
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Saturdays. 6 weeks
or delivery
weekend could energize you to
A&F Warehousing
Positiv
March 4- Apnl 17.
e,
3-Aver
age,
Estate
2-So-so; 1 get certain
Neat MSU $20-50
projects done.
Difficult
Debrt/Credit card welSomeone might actually mistake
753-766A
come. Payment plan.
you for the Energizer Bunny, as
Marra* I edger & Time4 Fair
Phone (270)223-0789
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Act 'Notice
you move so quickly.
WHITE oaby-grand
deloiseadamsOyahoo.
****
You
have
strong opin-ea! esLite ads eresed herein
plane $1 500
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
com
ions. Pull back and think before
to the federal Fair
703-2689
21)
All sizes to
kct. ,hich nukes it
you
take
action.
SERVICE Coordinator
Allow greater
***** Containing your fiery
fit your needs
atherh* am riotercreativity to flourish. A fnend
-, • •tIon or docniTonaWesley Pine Ridge &
Located by
side might not be worth the •self'
rare, Color, rellwants
to
Wesley at Murray,
share
his or her ideas. discipline. Let your instinc
From radio station
• D,ar. tamtlial sta.
ts.lead
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
non-profff retirement
ongin. or vitenyou. Your words might not havd
BR apartment. All
7
). nuke an% such prefer97 - 4
** Knowing when to listen is
communities in
the impact you thought possible;
- I.tn nations Jecrtminai
utilities paid, w/d hookParis and Murray are
very important. Understand what
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
up. S450 per month
looking for 1 Service
is
happening behind the scenes *** In the
yrhd docnirmahon
plus deposit.
next few weeks:
G&C
Coordinator to work at
,11,1 ,..7 ad,ertiang
by observing. A discussion with a
your words could be more segnif-:
270-227-4325
STORAGE and
both
friend
or associate will help
icant
•.• n t..
than
1 OR 2br apts. near
you
realize.
PROPANE
properties We are
enlighten a situation. Could you
,nder tedural
Emphasize the positive rattier
downtown Murray.
119 E Main
looking tor someone
be so biased?
lano,alngla actor Jr..
than the difficult. Your attitude
Lease and deposrt
(270i 753-6266
••• .•••h-ang for teal eslale aahoM
that has compassion
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
could define a personal matter
Cell: (270) 293-4183
required. 753-4109.
• ,n siolatIon ot the law AN
for the elderly'
***** Your efforts do come
9
are hereby nntormed
a.m.
nght now.
p.m.
4
M-F
1BR, price reduced,
This social service
dwellings adNertt,ed are
through. Rounding up associates
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) :
various locations.
on an equal ,..proftuposition requires the
happens with ease. Trust your***** Keep talks going. Yoo
Coleman RE
level of knowledge
self and what is going on here.
KEY MINI
know what you want: however,
753-9898.
,Ith Fair
normally
Others would like you to take a
communicating it takes more tal2 bedroom apartments
WAREHOUSES
acquired through a
s
stronger stand or lead a key
ent than you realize. Investigate
available. Ona year
BS/BA degree in
cause. You have strong opinions
possibilities
lease, one month
more
1850 St. Rt. 121S
openly;
human development,
about this issue
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
deposit, no pets. Call
Murray. KY 412071
gerontology,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***
Be sensitive to your bUdg753-2905.
sociology, social work.
270-753-5562
*** Demands come in that at
et. Do you act out when you
2BR duplex, w/applipsychology, communifirst you might not feel worthy
need to spend money? 'Yr:our
ances & carport. no
cations or other approenough to follow. Your imaginainstincts easily could take you
pets. Call 227-7414
priate
'NtEW ()PE\
Lots For Safe
tion bubbles up when dealing
down the wrong path Realize
2BR near MSU. appilprograms.
•N1BC SUM AGE
with a boss Read between the
what is going on with someone
ances furnished.
WOODED lot in
lines.
loumi
you often trust.
Cil-l/A Coleman RE
This person should
Campbell Estates
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
753-9898
possess knowledge of
1414 Oakhill Dr.,
**** Deal with key people
1111,,, fin
BORN TODAY
3BR, 2BA. no pets
inteivention tech 145x 175. quiet cul-dedirectly in the next few weeks.
Actor John Travolta (1954), actot
$700/mo + $700
'70-71, -.FINIS
piques. case
sac. Call 978-0876 or
You
have
a
way
of
absorbing
Matt Dillon (1964) game-show
deposit. 293-5423
759-5469
information so that you can act
co-host Vanna White i1957)

•

COMICS / FEATURFS
Differentiating between
Roommate shares more than
space in college dorm room fibromyalgia and polymyalgia
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Dr. Dartiel Butler. practicing
physician of Murray spoke about
"Facts About Osteoporosis" at
a meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Brenda Estes spoke about
-Learning Disabilities" at a meeting of the Home Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers won 6I 46 arid Lady Lakers won 4921 over teams from Christian
Fellowship School. High team
scorers for Calloway were
Mitchell McClure for the boys
and Jena Thomas for the girls.
Twenty years ago
The Murray State University: Board of Regents has named
Rear Adrniral Ronald Kurth as
the school's next president,
according to Regents Chaimian
Kerry Harvey.
In high school basketball
games, Murray Tigers won 7266 over Graves County Eagles
with high s scorers being Willis
Cheanes. for Murray' and Greg
Butler for Graves: Calloway Lakers lost 60-70 ta Tilghman Tornado with David Hart high scorer for the Lakers.
Births reported include a boy
to Tammy arid Mark Hinson.
Feb. 14.
Thirty years ago
Members of Murray High
School Band Trumpet Section
are pictured preparing for the
winter concert Feb. 18 at the
Murray State University• auditorium. They are Andy Dunn.
Karen Brandon. Stan Paschall.
Kathy Roberts, Wayne Cathey
and Joe Harmon.
Murray State University Racers won 68-62 and MSU Lady
Racers Iola 76- 50 to Middle
Tennessee in basketball games
at Murfreesboro. Tenn.
High
County
Calloway.

School Lady Lakers won 6050 over Murray High School
DEAR ABBY: I walked into
Lady Tigers in a basketball game.
my dorm room anti heard my
High team scorers were Mina
Todd for the Lakers and Tonya
roommate having sex in the
Alexander for the Tigers.
bathroom. I promptly called
girlForty years ago
my
Herbert T. Collins. Ronald
friend to ask
P. OM Buster Donelson and
if she wantwere
F.dmonson
Sanuny
ed to meet
inductees into the United States
No
me
Army from Calloway County
sooner had
Call.
in the February Draft
I entered her
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
number than
executive secretary of Local
I heard my
Board No. 10 of the Selective
girlfriend's
trainin
now
are
They
Service.
tone
ring
Campbell.
ing at Fort
i n g
c o
Cathy Lynn Johnston ad Pvt.
our
from
By Abgail
E-2 John Dee Hopkins were
bathrJOM. It
Van Buren
married Jan. 29 at First Unitwas her.
ed Methodist Church.
off, left the room
clicked
I
will
Fulcher
0..1.
Mrs.
Mr. and
and stayed at a friend's for
be married for 50 ye.u-s Feb.
the night. Please tell me, did
22.
I do the right thing and what
Fifty years ago
do I do now'? -- BETRAYED
Brown Tucker has been
IN TORONTO
named chairman of the EastDEAR BETRAYED: I'm
er Seal Campaign for Calloway
sorry you walked out. You
County.
should have ordered a pizza
Army Pfc. Clyde N. Downs
is stationed at Fort Campbell.
and invited some (true) friends
Mrs. Emily Wilson Wolfson
over so they could be there
vvill present a program on "Techwhen the two of them emerged.
niques of Weaving" at a meetHere's what to do now: Tell
ing at the Mary Ed McCoy Hall
your girlfriend the romance is
at Murray State College today.
history. and start looking for
Sixty years ago
a rootnmate with enough charRural Electric Cooperative
acter and intellect that he underCalfor
Association power lines
stands boundaries.
loway County should be energized in about six weeks, accordDEAR ABBY: I am shocked
ing to state REA officials.
at what my young children tell
the
for
dinner
annual
Tlie
me they have overheard while
Murray.. Chamber of Commerce
"carpool moms" chat on
other
will be Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. at
their cell phones as they ferry
the Murray Woman's Club house.
children back and forth to
Guest speaker will be Guthrie
school. Cell phones have
Crowe, head of the Kentucky
up a whole new adult
opened
State Police.
world to children.
L.H. Pogue is serving as
My children have heard
minister of the Colda.ater Church
mothers bad-mouth teachers,
of Christ.
other parents and even their

Dear Abby

Today In Piston'
By The Associated Vress
Today is Ash Wednes(Liy. Feb.
17, the 48th day of 2010. There
are 317 days left in the year.
Totkay's Highlight in Histoiy,
On Feb. 17, 1897, the forerunner of the National PTA. the
National Congress of Mothers, convened its ftrst meeting. in Washington.
On this date.
In 1801. the U.S. House of
Representatives broke an electoral
tie between Thomas Jefferson and
Aaron Burr, electing Jefferson president: BUR became vice president.
In 1809. the Ohio legislature
voted to establish Miann Univer• sity in present-day Oxford. (The
school opened in 1824a
In 1864, during the Civil War.
the Union ship USS Housatonic
was rammed and sunk in Charleston
Harbor, S.C., by the Confederate
hand-cranked submarine HL Hunley, which also sank.

In 1972. President Richard M.
In l 865,Columbia,S.C., burned
as the Confederate, evacuated and Nixon departed on his historic trip
Union forces moved in. (It's not to China.
Ten years ago: A House panel
clear which side set die blaze.)
In 1904. the original two-act said in a report that the program
Version of Giacomo Puccini's opera to inoculate all 2.4 million Amer"Madama Butterfly" was poorly ican military personnel against
received at its premiere at La anthrax was based on "a paucity
of science- and should be susScala in Milan. Italy.
In 1909. Chincahua tchi-nh- pended; the Pentagon defended
KAH'-wuhi Apache leader Geron- the program and vowed to conimo (also known as Goyathlay, tinue the inoculations.
Five years ago: President
"One Who Yawns?) died at Fort
George W. Bush named John
Sill, Okla.. al age 79.
In 1947. the Voice of Ameri- Negroponte neh-groh-PAHN'
ca began broadcasting to the Sovi- the U.S. ambassador to Iraq, as
the government's first national
et Union.
In 1959, the United States intelligence director. Iraq's eleclaunched Vanguard 2, a satellite toral commission certified the
meteorological results of the Jan. 30 elections
which carried
and allocated 140 of 275 Nationequipment on board.
In 1964, the Supreme Court. al Assembly seats to the United
Wesberry v. Sanders, ruled that Iraqi Alliance. giving the Shiitecongressional districts within each dominated party a majority in the
state had to be roughly equal in new parliament.
population.
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classmates.'They have also had
to listen to adult arguments
that were none of thetr business. In one extreme t ase, my
son had to endure hearing the
carpool mom relay the circumstances of his own father's sudden death! Can you imagine
how painful that was?
Parents, please remember
that little children have big
ears and listen to everything
you say! -- HANG IT UP IN
COLUMBIA. S.C.
DEAR HANG IT UP:
Thank you for writing. As
tempted as I am to use your
letter as yet another reason to
discourage the use of cell
phones and other electronic
devices while driving, no state
can legislate that its citizens
use common sense. Too bad.

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 recently read an one of your newsletters about fibromyalgia I have
polymyalgia. Could you please
explain the difference between the
two and what Medication I should
be using? would appreciate hearing from you.
DEAR
READER:
Fibromy•algia
is a disorder
characterized
wideby
spread pain of
muse le, and
ligaments.
coupled with
painful
a
response to
even gentle
The
touch
symptoms
By
Dr. Peter Gott may wax and
wane and can
be vague Women are more prone
to the disorder and typically experience pain tt roughout the entire
body. Men, on the other hand,
often repon facial pain or discomfon in a specific part of the
body'. This is often a diagnosis
of exclusion, because so many
symptoms mimic other disorders.
making it difficult for a physician to diagnose. Fibromyalgia cannot be confirmed by X-ray or
other specific testing. Weather and
physical and emotional stress levels play important roles in dayto-day pain levels and functioning.
Relaxation and stress reduction are both vital comixinents
for pain c.ontrol. Initially. sufferers should speak with a physician for recommendations for
stppropriate over-the-counter antiinflarrunatory drugs. Then these
people should set up a plan of
regular exercise. reduce consumption of products that contain caffeine and high-fructose com syrup.

Dr. Gott

.00

DEAR ABBY: Please warn
all those poor trusting souls
out there never to give out
their passwords -- ever!
I work in an office with
about 20 people, mostly middle-aged women, many of
whom are going through
divorces. I have noticed a disturbing trend -- cyberstalking.
Several of the women use passwords provided to them ill the
past, when the relationships
were good, to access personal data.
One woman accesses her
husband's bank account so they
can all have a good laugh at
how he's struggling financially. Another has her ex's e-mail
and Facebook passwords and
delights in telling everyone
about the angry messages being
left by the ex's new girlfriend.
The latest is the use of an
ex-husband's password to spy
on his online dating account.
Tell your readers out there
to safeguard their passwords.
Don't give them out no matter how much they trust someone. But if they do, when the
relationship ends, change each
and every one -- no matter
how inconsequential. -- SICK
TO MY STOMACH IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR SICK: I'm sure your
letter will cause readers of
both sexes to do a double take.
No one can ever be too careful with personal information.
Revealing a password is like
giving someone the keys to your
house, your safe-deposit box
and your diary.
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
knosAn as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

sleep
and, finally. coordinate •
schedule that will provide a refreshing start to each day
Polymyalgia rheumatic& is an
inflammatory. arthritic syndrome
causing fatigue. weakness. anemia. weight loss. widespread mu,cle aches. pains and stiffness or
the neck, shoulders, upper arms,
hips and thighs It develops over
an extended penod of time in
some people and seemingly.
overnight in others, lasting a year
or two before ceasing. Gender
and age ingrease the risk of developing Uus condition. as it almost
exclusively. affects people 70 and
older. with women more likely
than men to carry the diagnosis.
Normal white blood cells protect the body from invading bactena and viruses. In the presence
of polymyalgia. the body's white
blood cells attack joint linings
and cause inflammation. Studies
thus far have failed to deterrrune
the exact cause of this abnormal
munune-system response. but theories lean toward genetic and environmental factors.
Blood testing is a simple
method for detection. l'he two
most common tests are a sedimentation rate and rheumatoid factor. A sedimentation rate measures how quickly red blorx1 cells
settle in a test tube. with the rate
increasing in the presence of
inflammation While this one evaluation can't create a surefire answer
because of rheumatoid arthritis
and other disorders, it will help.
A rheumatoid factdr is a protein
made by the immune system present in people with rheumatoid
arthntis. It isn't present. however. an those people with polymyalgta.
Home remedies include proper diet with emphasis on fresh fruits
and vegetables, lean meats arid fish.
whole grains, and supplemental calcium and vitturtin D.

Contract Bridge
A Subtle Difference
It seenu perfectly natural to win
the thst trick in dummy and lead a
diamond to the ten, which loses to
theses king. But Mier declarer ys ins
the heart return and cashes the ace of
diamonds. exposing the 4- I break, he
discos ers that he can no longer establish a second diamond trick and so
finishes cloys n one.
However,the fact is that South can
assure himself of an extra diamond
ne mattet how the opposing
trick
diamonds are distributed — by playing the suit correctly. %Whether the
diamond., are thy ided 3-2, 4-1 or
CVC11 5-0 has abskilutely no bearing
on the outcomel
To score a second diamond trick
witti the gis en diamond combination, declarer should lead a dnunond
to the ace rather than the ten at trick
tv.o.
In the actual deal, South catches
After spending a sufficient
V.est's king, and hts wornes are over.
player
a
table.
the
at
amount of time
tends to deal with certain recurring Hut regardless of what Wes.* plays on
situations almost mechanically. The the ace. another trick in the suit is
trouble with this is that on some assured by next leading a diamond
occasions, what appcars to be a stock totsard the jack.
If either opponent has the K-Q-xsituation turns out not to be.
Consider this deal where South is x or K-Q-x-x-x. the situation is
and scoring a second diaresealed,
in three notrump and West leads a
heart. Declarer can see eight sure mond tnek becomes automatic And
two spades. three hearts, a ita diamond honor is singleton or the
tricks
diamond and two clubs -- arid must suit breaks 3-2, the task becomes
'nen simpler.
dtnelop a ninth.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerab
NORTH
•K 5 2
IP A
• 543
*K 5 4
EAST
WEST
&I 8 7 4
•Q 103
•6 4
WI098'2
•Q 9 8 7
•K
*.19 2
3
4•Q 106
SOUTH
•A 96
•K Q 5
•A 10 6 2
•A 8 7
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
3 N'T
Pass
NT
ten of hearts
()netting lead

Tomorrow: A singular double tragedy.
t.201

king caturel

Crosswords
38 The piper's son
39 Wrestling style
40 Spacewalk. to
NASA
41 Uns hero
42 King, to monsieur
43 Mr. Kettle
44 Church reading
46 Blow away
47 Like half-melted
snow
49 Mighty
51 Hogs' homes
52 Cede

ACROSS
Give comfort
6 Climber's tool (2
wds.)
Wig
12 Rio rhythms
14 Longest arm
bone
15 Fine sprays
17 Compass pt.
18 Fall behind
19 Shuttle, maybe
20 "The Facts of
Life' star
21 Footnote word
23 Get the message
24 Take cover
25 Logical cuciosity
27 Premiere performance
28 TV network
29 Generous — —
fault
30 Tiny shrimp
33 Horse's 'lunchbox"
37 Gael republic
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ZERO TOLERANCE!! NO MORE..
NANG '
ON-LINE GaMES
vou ay YOUR CLICKING
•
FINGERS+!? • WNOA!
(3.!, .
•

FROM NOW ON, ANY 8.030A-EHEAD
CAUGHT PLAYINa ON-LM POKER,
POKER SOLITAIRE, OR FACEESOOK
FARM GAMES MU.
OE. PREP!!
ra3P7-•
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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COMO DOMAIN
MOUOMUO OD
MOO &MOOD
HOWNEHMOMOM
0012 IRO MOM
WOO
EMU
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M
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Pine —
2 Munchies
mo raigTrthg-rcao:spceior s
4 E
3

PAHR EMM

haps
5 Sieep-stage
acronym
6 Gush forth
asbbies or callTo
7 c

8 Dash widths
9 Tummy muscle
10 Coleridge setting
11 Dutch bloomer
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I KNOW WHEN
I'M NOT
WANTED !
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I DON'T HAVE
TO STAY HERE
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DON T FORGET I'LL
I CAN
BE TlaIENTY-ONE
LEAVE
YOU KNOW! IN ANOTHER.
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33
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13 Candied
16 Mountain goat
20 — -eye steak
22 -Tree for
autumn color
23 Distress signal
24 Coin-toss word
26 Tvvo-bagger
(abbr.)
27 Mother rabbit
29 Speaker pro -30 Hangs onto
31 Foes
32 Novelist —
Levin
33 Thwart a villain
34 "Becket' actor
35 Quantity
as Departing
38 Shallow COil-

2

35

•

41 Memorable
tennis charnp
44 Fret letter
45 Chow mein
additive
46 Mexican Mrs.
48 Extra hrs.
50 Org.'s money
handler

